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ABSTRACT

In this work, a system for navigating a mobile robot along a sketched route is 

proposed. The sketch is drawn on a PDA screen by a human operator and contains 

approximate landmarks and a path, similar to a sketch provided to another person to 

reach a goal. The robot receives the sketch and detects the objects and route. The robot 

proceeds to extract spatial relations between the robot and surrounding objects at crucial 

nodes along the sketched route. Based on the extracted spatial relations, a sequence of 

Qualitative Landmark States (QLS’s) and associated robot commands serves as a guide 

for robot navigation in the real world. The robot then executes the sketched route by 

matching landmark states in the real world to the extracted states.

The approach is validated and tested using sketches by independent study 

participants both with a real robot and in a simulator. Special sketches and robot 

operating environments are used to illustrate results in extreme cases and to 

independently test extraction, identification and matching of QLS’s. We show that QLS’s 

based on spatial relations can be used as a common route representation between a 

sketched route map and a physical environment. The selection of QLS's is crucial to the 

success of such an approach and the algorithm shows a way to pick the correct states for 

successful navigation. The approach is not dependent on the number or type of sensors on 

the robot and does not assume a particular type of robot; the strategy can work with any 

sensory method that can provide an object representation in two dimensions (top view). 

The approach is not dependent on the route chosen, the size or shape of objects, or the 

position of the objects.  The algorithm can account for a certain degree of uncertainty and 

inconsistencies in sketching (scaling of object size and position, distortions, completeness 

of object representation).
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

Mobile robots are being used in several areas to perform a number of tasks. One 

of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics is navigation. In areas such as planet 

exploration, law enforcement, military tactics, and even domestic services, controlling the 

movement of a mobile robot is an essential task, when robotic assistance may be utilized.

Users outside the robotics engineering field should not be required to program a 

robot in order to control it for a specific job, while at the same time they should be able to 

communicate desired motion controls to the robot. An interface which people are already 

familiar with would be best suited for a human to control a mobile robot. A natural way 

of communication between a human and a robot involves a certain level of understanding 

and coping with inaccuracies from the robot. Humans use abstraction and fuzzy terms 

while communicating with each other. The robot should be able to adhere to the way 

humans communicate instead of the other way around. A method to effectively navigate a 

mobile robot is needed, which also allows human guidance in a way a novice human user 

is already familiar with.

1.2 Overview

The questions that define navigation and guidance are: [Levitt 1990]

1. Where am I?
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2. Where are the other places relative to me?

3. How do I get to other places from here?

There are different ways to answer these questions. We are seeking answers that 

allow human interaction in a natural way and lead to acceptable solutions to the 

navigation problem at the same time.

To address this problem, a system that navigates a semi-autonomous mobile robot 

in a real environment based on a previously sketched route map is proposed. A map of an 

area and a desired route sketched by a human is a natural way of expressing navigation 

directions. The goal is to have the robot follow a route sketched by a user in a way similar 

to that of a human.  Challenges involved with following the desired route include sketch 

inaccuracies such as distortion or abstraction and low sensory resolution of the robot. The 

robot should be able to avoid colliding with objects and to follow the desired path in an 

environment similar but not identical to the one drawn.

To satisfy the requirements of this application the robot extracts navigation 

commands from the desired route. It then identifies qualitative landmark states in the 

sketched map, that correspond to the extracted commands. Finally, it attempts to follow 

the sketched route in a real environment that resembles the map by matching the 

identified landmark states to real landmarks. Several experiments involving different 

users and environments were conducted to determine if the above goals were met.
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2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Robot Control Paradigms for Navigation

There are several different methods to achieve desired navigation control of a 

mobile robot ranging from manual to autonomous. We refer to these methods as robotic 

control architectures. According to Arkin, “a robotic architecture is the discipline devoted 

to the design of highly specific and individual robots from a collection of common 

software building blocks”. [Arkin1998] Robotic control may generally be classified into 

three main categories: 1) Fully Autonomous; 2) Supervisory or Semi-Autonomous 

Control; 3) Teleoperation. [Sheridan1992]

Fully autonomous robots require no human intervention to achieve a particular 

task. This functionality comes at the expense of extremely complex development and 

deployment. Autonomous control implies the implementation of an architecture capable 

of successfully controlling a mobile robot under any condition, be it known or unknown. 

The degree of volatility of the application environment is proportional to the level of 

difficulty of developing an autonomous control architecture. In well-known or static 

environments a fully autonomous robot will operate more robustly and reliably than in a 

volatile or unknown environment. Restricted by technical limitations on processing 

power and memory, autonomous mobile robots must assimilate the environment and 

execute tasks while adapting in time and space.

Alami et. al define two critical aspects of autonomous robot architectures: the 

functional level and the decisional level. [Alami1993] The functional level is composed 
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of tactical aspects of operation, such as obstacle avoidance. Strategic aspects like goal 

planning take place in the decisional level. Some researchers have developed techniques 

for programming robots through demonstration [Friedrich1996], [Ikeuchi1996], 

[Mataric1994], [Schaal1997]. The idea here is that a human demonstrates a task (e.g., an 

assembly task) while being monitored by a robot, so that the robot learns a strategy for 

performing the same tasks autonomously.

A very recent and elaborate example of an autonomous robot is Stanley, the robot 

that won the DARPA Grand Challenge in 2006 [Thrun2006]. Stanley is a demonstration 

of integrating multiple sensors including laser, camera, radar, GPS and wheel, break and 

steering encoders. The architecture performs multilevel perception using a road finder 

and laser, vision and radar mappers. Occupancy grid maps are used for navigation. The 

occupancy grid map algorithm used by Stanley decomposes the high-dimensional 

mapping problem into a collection of one-dimensional problems, where the occupancy of 

each grid cell is estimated independently. This induces conflicts that may lead to 

inconsistent maps, such was the case on a few occasions during Stanley’s route when it 

created artificial objects on the road, leading it to drive with two wheels outside the road. 

Although in Stanley’s case the problem was corrected in time, Thrun proposes a solution 

of the mapping problem in the original, high-dimensional space, thereby maintaining all 

dependencies between neighboring cells [Thrun2003].

A challenge that often occurs in autonomous robotic control is that of 

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), i.e. a vehicle attempts to build a map 

while simultaneously localizing itself relative to this map. On open ground, mobile robots 
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can often utilize GPS to acquire absolute position information. Some robots such as 

underground robots do not have the luxury of GPS localization. Thrun suggests an 

approach to counter this limitation and implements it in an abandoned mine mapping 

robot [Thrun2004]. Thrun extends his research on SLAM with the GraphSLAM 

algorithm, applicable to large-scale mapping of urban structures [Thrun2005].

Semi-autonomous control delegates repetitive actions to the robot while freeing 

the operator to focus on overall goals and helping decrease operator fatigue. The operator 

and robot work in tandem. Take for example navigating a robot from one side of the room 

to another. The operator controls the path from the room entrance to the exit, while the 

robot maneuvers around immediate obstacles such as a chair or a table autonomously 

(collision avoidance). This type of control is also referred to as collaborative control and 

facilitates using human operators to provide high level planning commands. [Fong2001] 

Cheng and Zelinsky refer to this type of control as supervised autonomy and define five 

components of the paradigm: self-preservation; instructive feedback; qualitative 

instructions; qualitative explanations; and a user interface. [Cheng2001] Self-preservation 

takes form in low-level reactionary behaviors such as obstacle avoidance. Instructive 

feedback refers to placing the operator at the robot’s point of view, assuming that the 

operator is capable of more intelligent path planning decisions than the robot. Qualitative 

instructions take the form of “Go Forward” while qualitative explanations use Purposive 

Maps. [Zelinsky1995] Purposive maps store data for robot navigation in a flow chart like 

format where the nodes represent landmarks and the connectors represent robot 

behaviors.
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Teleoperation refers to complete manual control of a robot. Such control may be 

used when no assistance is required from the machine. A lot of toys such as remote 

control cars, airplanes, boats and even robots are teleoperated. Robonaut [Ambrose2001] 

is a robot developed as a telepresence device for space applications. The goal of this 

project is to demonstrate that a robotic system can perform repairs and inspections of 

space flight hardware originally designed for human servicing. Some robots are operated 

remotely using interfaces familiar from remote control cars [Casper2002]; others possess 

haptic displays and control interfaces [Ruspini1997].

Robotic control does not have to match only one of the above categories, while 

the robot is called to perform a specific task. For example, a robot may be operating 

autonomously until a certain condition is met such as a malfunction occurs or the robot 

gets lost. In such a case, the robot may release control back to a human observer for 

further action. This is a case of adjusting the autonomy of the robot during the execution 

of a task. Baker and Yanko [Baker2004] propose a system that suggests shifts between 

robot autonomy modes in an urban search and rescue application. Fond et. al. 

[Fong2002], [Fong2003] propose a model of “collaborative control” in which the robot 

regards the human as a resource and asks the human operator for advice when the need 

arises.

2.2 Related Work on Qualitative Spatial Representations

Sketched-based navigation is best categorized under semi-autonomous control. In 

a nutshell, the operator plans the route and provides high level control via a sketched 
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route, while the robot is responsible for following the plan and low level, reactive 

controls such as collision avoidance. However, the robot does relinquish control to a 

human supervisor if it gets lost, so it may be also considered in the category of adjustable 

autonomy.

A sketched route map for human to human communication is drawn to help 

someone navigate along a path for the purpose of reaching a goal. Although route maps 

do not generally contain complete map information about a region and they are not 

always drawn to scale, they do provide relevant information for the navigation task. 

People sketch route maps to include landmarks at key points along the path and use 

spatial relationships to help depict the route. [Tversky1998] The depiction of the 

environment structure is not necessarily accurate and may even distort the actual 

configuration. [Tversky2002] For example, a 60 degree turn in the physical environment 

may be sketched as a 90 degree turn. However, as the route follower navigates in the real 

environment, his motion is constrained by the environment so that the distortion is 

corrected and the route can be completed. [Tversky2002] Indeed, in a study of 29 

sketched route maps, each contained the information necessary to complete a complicated 

navigation task. [Tversky1998]

Research by Michon and Denis [Michon2001] provides insights into how 

landmarks are used for human navigation and what are considered to be key route points. 

In studying route directions, they found that landmarks were used more frequently at four 

types of critical nodes: (1) at the start, (2) at the end, (3) at a change in orientation, and 
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(4) at major intersections where errors could easily occur. Thus, people use the relative 

position of landmarks as cues to keep on track and to determine when to turn left or right.

Tversky and Lee collected and analyzed both sketched route maps and route 

descriptions and found the structure to be effectively the same. [Tversky1999] The route 

is depicted both diagrammatically and verbally as a sequence of steps, which are 

segmented by a landmark. In [Skubic2004] a sketch is translated into a route description. 

Each step can be designated as a triple with an orientation, an action, and a landmark.

Kuipers combined qualitative and quantitative space representations into the 

spatial semantic hierarchy (SSH), to build a representation model of large-scale space. 

[Kuipers2000] The SSH models the human cognitive map while serving as a method for 

robot exploration and map building. Kuipers segmented the SSH in five levels, that 

express states of partial knowledge, to enable the robotic agent to deal robustly with 

uncertainty. These five levels are: (1) sensory, which is the interface to the agent’s 

sensory system such as sonar, laser and vision; (2) control, which binds the agent and its 

environment with continuous control laws, such as trajectory-following or hill-climbing; 

(3) causal, that abstracts the continuous world and the agent’s behavior within it to a 

discrete model described in terms of sensory views, actions and the causal relations 

among them (essentially a high level planner that may be directly translated down to the 

control level for execution); (4) topological, that introduces the ontology of places, paths 

and regions and their connectivity; and (5) metrical, which represents a global geometric 

map. Kuipers acknowledges spatial knowledge as foundational to commonsense 

knowledge, and hence to most kinds of knowledge that humans possess. He used spatial 
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metaphors to draw on preexisting spatial knowledge to communicate relationships and 

processes that would be difficult to communicate otherwise, similar to the representation 

of a sketch in this work, which is based on spatial relations between the robot and 

surrounding objects.

A key conclusion for this dissertation from the work of Kuipers is that spatial 

representation in human cognition is not a simple gathering of spatial relations between 

objects, but it could rather take a number of quite different forms such as procedures from 

getting from one place to another, topological network maps of an environment, and 

geometrical models of the environment. [Kuipers2000] A significant attribute of the 

spatial semantic hierarchy, as shown in [Kuipers1998], is that it abstracts the structure of 

an agent’s spatial knowledge in a way that is relatively independent of its sensorimotor 

apparatus and the environment within which it moves.

Kuipers and Byun [Kuipers1991] implemented the control, topological and 

metrical levels on a simulated robot with 16 range-sensors similar to the sensory system 

of the robot used in this work. In their experiments the robot explores a simulated office 

environment and identifies a set of locally distinctive topological map elements (20 

places and 23 edges), which is uses to to construct a complete topological map. Another 

simulation experiment in an urban environment results in a robot learning the topological 

structure of the environment and being able to identify places and routes within the 

environment. Lee demonstrated a successful implementation of the control level on a 

sonar sensing robot (RWI B12) in an office environment, abstracting its behavior to 

simplified causal and topological representation. [Lee1996]
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Dai and Lawton used landmarks for qualitative robot navigation. [Dai1993] 

However, the algorithms completely ignore range estimates of landmarks. Determining 

robot position when landmarks are indistinct depends on recognizing the distribution of 

landmarks surrounding a robot.

Levitt and Lawton took a similar approach with the intention to prevent the error 

in robot navigation from accumulating, as is common in techniques such as triangulation, 

ranging sensors, auto-focus, stereo techniques, dead reckoning, inertial navigation, geo-

satellite location, correspondence of map data with the robot’s locations and local 

obstacle avoidance techniques. [Levitt1990] Inspired by human and animal navigation 

performance which use extremely poor range estimates and very coarse angular 

information, Levitt and Lawton used distinctive landmarks to navigate a robot. In 

[Levitt1990] landmarks are distinctive if they define a single direction or a set of 

directions in three dimensional space and they are visually re-acquirable.

Levitt and Lawton acknowledged that robust re-acquisition of landmarks is 

problematic and landmark extraction is still an object of research. A major constraint in 

spatial representation is the uncertainty in the absolute position of almost everything in 

the world, including robot position and the position of landmarks. In an attempt to ease 

perceptual stability and landmark re-acquisition they proposed the use of matching sets of 

landmarks and their spatial relationships, which they called viewframes. Viewframes may 

require simpler perceptual definitions of landmarks for matching and still be more robust 

than single landmark re-acquisitions.
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Nourbakhsh et al. used color vision and odometric information for robot 

navigation. [Nourbakhsh1999]  To alleviate the poor information content of range-finding 

sensors, they made use of artificial colored landmarks that the robot is able to recognize. 

This is another landmark-based technique, that works well if modifications to the 

environment are allowed. Suitable environments would be museums (such as the one 

used for the robot, Sage of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, which was one of 

the applications of Nourbakhsh’s technique), office buildings, etc. [Nourbakhsh1999].

Reece and Whyte followed a sensor-centric approach to represent the observed 

environment. [Reece1995] This approach is better suited to real physical sensors than a 

global geometric representation. It is based on building a qualitative model of physical 

sensor observations. The authors presented an implementation of the technique using 

sonar data from a real vehicle. They used regions of constant depth, defined as 

contiguous sequences of bearings with equal range values to distinguish landmarks. 

Although regions of constant depth have no clear individual distinguishing characteristics 

and so a distinctive landmark approach is not feasible in the ultrasonic sensing domain, 

the positional relationship between these regions does allow a distinctive place 

formalism.

A solution to the problem of creating an accurate global topological map comes 

from Simhon and Dudek. They chose to use quantitative environment information to 

create local metric maps, which they used to form a global map. [Simhon1998] Assuming 

that a method to generate the local map already exists, the problem becomes one of 

choosing an area suitable to create a local map that is accurate and effective. Hence, they 
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derived a measure of distinctiveness between different regions in the environment. The 

distinctiveness measure depends on the strength of the response of a sensing technique 

and the amount of spatial change of that response.

An example of perception-based robot navigation without the use of absolute 

coordinates is that of [Kawamura2002]. The navigation method is based on the provision 

of landmark points by the operator, placed sequentially in between the start and goal 

positions of the robot. The robot uses an a priori, sketched, partial map of the operation 

area along with the set of landmark points to reach the goal. As the robot traverses in the 

terrain it records sensory input into a Sensory Egosphere. The provided landmark points 

are used to construct a Landmark Egosphere. The robot tries to match the Sensory 

Egosphere to the Landmark Egosphere for each point in the route. Thus, it moves from 

one landmark point to the next until it reaches the goal.

The perception-based navigation using egospheres differs from the sketch based 

navigation presented in this work, in that the landmark points are not given as a priori 

knowledge to the robot, but they are rather extracted from a user sketch. The landmarks 

used in [Kawamura2002] are artificial made up of color combinations sensed by a 360 

degree ring of color cameras. Implanting artificial landmarks along the route is 

substituted in this work by creating landmark states comprised of actual objects in the 

sketch that correspond to objects in the real environment. The number and position of the 

objects that comprise a landmark state is evaluated dynamically on a per sketch basis. In 

addition, the desired path is drawn using a line in this approach, whereas in 

[Kawamura2002] it is determined by visually matching the two egospheres.
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A qualitative approach to robot navigation using schematic maps, very similar to 

this work, is that of Freksa et. al. [Freksa2000]. The researchers acknowledge the 

difficulty of a robot navigating in the real world as opposed to problems that a computer 

must solve. The robot has to live in two worlds simultaneously while computers must 

deal only with a single world. Autonomous robots live in the physical world of objects 

and space and in the abstract world of representation and computation. Worst of all: these 

two worlds are incommensurable, i.e., there is no theory that can treat both worlds in the 

same way. In addition, when a robot moves, the physical world changes.

According to [Freksa2000], there are two views regarding the relationship 

between the physical robot and its controlling computer: (1) The computer just maps 

sensory input to actuator output, and there is no higher level of representations and 

processing, in which case the problem of navigation may be addressed solely in the 

physical domain with a reactive behavioral process similar to that of Brooks 

[Brooks1991]. (2) There are formal theories about physical space required for 

intelligently acting in a physical environment. Freksa recognizes that it is unfeasible to 

employ a global theory that accounts for all aspects the robot may be confronted with in 

physical space and he formalizes a theory that deals with some aspects of the physical 

world and leaves other aspects to be dealt with as in the first view.

Freksa et. al. formulate a model that uses qualitative spatial relations for robot 

navigation based on schematic map. A schematic map is a reduced detail topographical 

map as opposed to a sketch map, which is generated from abstract mental concepts and 

verbal descriptions. A qualitative approach is used as in this approach, but in this work 
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we use a sketch drawn by humans, instead of a schematic map; and we do not calculate a 

possible route to a goal; instead we follow a navigation command until the next state is 

met.

In [Muller2000] an approach is proposed that enables a wheelchair to follow a 

route in a building, based on landmark recognition. Contrary to the system of this work, 

Muller et. al. assume that the robot operates strictly in a building environment, so the 

problem of landmark recognition becomes one of corridor detection and orientation. The 

landmarks used in the [Muller2000] approach are: wall in front, corridor left, corridor 

right, door left and door right. A probabilistic obstacle map is constructed using sensory 

information and edge detection based on Hough transform provides the existence and 

orientation of walls. The route is composed of a series of statements, each of which 

define a navigation command (turn right, follow corridor, enter left door, etc.) upon 

sensing a particular arrangement of landmarks (corridor right, right hand bend, etc.). 

After experimentation with the wheelchair, it was determined that sonar sensors have 

drawbacks in perceiving the environment. For instance, an open door was occasionally 

interpreted as a branching corridor and a closed door could hardly be distinguished from 

a wall. The algorithms of this work attempt to generalize the definition of landmarks to 

be any object or combination of objects and not strictly corridors, walls or entrances. 

Sonar sensors are also used as the sole source of sensory input. The system proposed in 

this work may be used for robot navigation in a building environment as well as urban or 

field environment.
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To solve the problem of navigating a robot to a goal in a completely unknown 

environment, Oriolo et. al. [Oriolo1998] use the A* algorithm in conjunction with 

topological map building. A Nomad 200 robot (same robot used in this work) plans a 

route toward a goal using the A* algorithm. Then, the robot starts to follow the planned 

route and a local map is built from sensory input. The map is used by the planner, to 

constantly suggest a route to the goal from the current robot position. The suggested path 

is always safe inside the explored area and provides a direction for further exploration.

Yun and Miura describe a method for mobile robot localization based on a rough 

map using stereo vision [Yiun2007]. The rough map used in their experiment is similar to 

a two dimensional topological map, but it may be inaccurate with uncertainty in shape, 

dimension and location of objects. The authors match stereo vision images of buildings to 

the map as a first step of autonomous outdoor navigation of a mobile robot to follow a 

planned path.

Mataric describes an architecture that integrates a map representation into a 

reactive, subsumption-based mobile robot [Mataric1992]. The reactive and traditional 

planning parts of the control system are not separated. Instead, a collection of behaviors 

perform collision-free navigation, dynamic landmark detection, map construction and 

maintenance and path planning. Mataric implemented and tested the architecture on a 

robot that, given a known landmark, can plan and execute the shortest known path to it. 

The approach is qualitative and tolerant of sensor inaccuracies and dynamic obstacles.
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3 BACKGROUND

3.1 Tools Used in Sketch Based Navigation

Sketch based navigation as presented in this work relies on constructing 

qualitative landmark states by considering spatial relations between the robot and 

landmarks. Landmarks that will be used for navigation are identified in the sketch. At 

each turning point in the sketched path, spatial relations between the landmarks and the 

robot are extracted. The set of extracted spatial relations at each turning point comprises a 

qualitative landmark state. During the attempt of the robot to follow the sketched path, 

spatial relations are used again; this time between the robot and objects in the real world. 

The extracted spatial relations during execution are compared to the relations extracted 

from the sketch for a match. When a landmark state is matched, the robot adjusts its route 

to the corresponding direction in the sketch.

There are two main tools which are utilized by the sketch based navigation 

approach presented in this work. Spatial relations between objects are used to define 

landmark states and a sketch interface is used to draw objects and routes. In the following 

sections the use of spatial relations and the sketch interface are described.

3.2 Spatial Relations and the Histogram of Forces

Freeman proposed that the relative position of two objects be described in terms 

of spatial relationships (such as “in front of,” “to the left,” etc.) [Freeman1975]. He also 
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proposed that fuzzy relations be used, because “all-or-nothing” standard mathematical 

relations are clearly not suited to models of spatial relationships. Moreover, “although the 

human way of reasoning can deal with qualitative information, computational approaches 

of spatial reasoning and object recognition can benefit from more quantitative 

measures” [Bloch1999]. By introducing the notion of the histogram of angles, 

Krishnapuram et al. [Krishnapuram1993] and Miyajima and Ralescu [Miyajima1994] 

developed the idea that the relative position between two objects can have a 

representation of its own and can thus be described in terms other than spatial 

relationships. However, the representation proposed shows several weaknesses (e.g., 

requirement for raster data, long processing times, anisotropy).

Matsakis introduced the histogram of forces in [Matsakis1998]. Contrary to the 

angle histogram, it permits processing of vector data as well as raster data, offers solid 

theoretical guarantees, allows explicit and variable accounting of metric information, and 

lends itself, with great flexibility, to the definition of qualitative directional spatial 

relations such as “to the right of,” “behind,” etc. [Matsakis1999], [Matsakis2001].

The histogram of forces is used in this work to create an egocentric robot view of 

the environment by calculating the directions of objects relative to the robot. The 

histogram of forces also allows for a low-computational handling of heading changes in 

the robot’s orientation. Moreover, features such as the width of the histogram are also 

used to more accurately define a landmark state.
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3.2.1 Computation of the Histogram of Forces

Force histograms using vector data that describe a boundary around an object are 

used to extract spatial relationships between each object and the robot. Vector data as 

opposed to raster data was first used by Matsakis et. al. in [Matsakis2003]. In the 

application of sketched-based navigation, both sketched objects and sensed objects are 

represented as sets of vertices of polygonal regions. Therefore, it is straightforward to 

process such objects as vector data.

Consider two disjoint and polygonal 2D objects, A and B (Fig. 3.1a). Although, 

there are no theoretical issues that prevent the objects from intersecting, having holes or 

being non-connected, the representation of objects and the robot in this application is 

such that eliminates cases like these. Consider any direction θ. The objects  A and B are 

partitioned by drawing straight lines through their vertices, at the angle of θ (Fig. 3.1b).

B

A

!

I

J

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.1 The computation of a histogram value. (a) Two disjoint polygonal objects A 
and B. (b) (I,J) is one of the six pairs of trapezoids that support the 
proposition “A is in direction θ of B”; I and J are delimited by the same 
parallel lines; I is included in A and J is included in B; I is located “after” J in 
direction θ.
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Two consecutive lines determine pairs (I,J) of trapezoids (or triangles, which are 

particular trapezoids) with I included in A and J in B. Now, assume I and J are flat plates 

of uniform density and of the same uniform and negligible thickness. If I is located 

“after” J in direction θ (which is the case in Fig. 3.1b), then there exist elementary 

gravitational forces, exerted by the points of I on those of J, that each tend to move J in 

direction θ. Matsakis uses a scalar measure based on the gravitational forces between all 

pairs of trapezoids for each direction θ to determine the truth of the proposition “A is in 

direction θ of B”. A histogram is composed out of the values of the measure for different 

directions 0° to 360°. This is the histogram of gravitational forces. The density of the 

histogram is variable and depends on the application. For the purposes of this work 180 

uniformly distributed directions are used.

In lieu of gravitational forces, constant forces can also be considered (i.e., the 

elementary force exerted by one material point on another does not depend on the 

distance between the two points). The corresponding histogram is the histogram of 

constant forces. The histogram of constant forces considers the closest parts and the 

farthest parts of the objects equally, whereas the histogram of gravitational forces gives 

more weight to the closest parts.

The computation time of a histogram of forces is proportional to the number of 

directions that are considered. A value of 180 directions allows the computation to be 

performed in real time as the robot wonders around and it is an appropriate choice 

according to [Matsakis1999]. The assessment of the value of the histogram for each 
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direction θ is of complexity O(nlog(n)), where n denotes the total number of object 

vertices.

3.2.2 Computation of Directions

Given a histogram of forces between an environment object and the robot, the 

position of the object with respect to the robot may be calculated [Skubic2001a]

[Skubic2003b]. For the application of sketched-based navigation, 16 discrete directions 

are chosen, which are evenly distributed around 360 degrees and correspond to the 

locations of the 16 sonar sensors around the robot. The degree of truth of the object being 

to each one of the 16 directions is calculated from the histogram (0-1, such that 0 is 

completely false and 1 is completely true). The object is said to be in the direction that 

has the highest degree of truth.

If none of the degrees of truth for all 16 directions are high enough to support the 

argument that the object is in a particular direction, then no assessment may be made for 

any particular direction [Matsakis2001]. To evaluate how satisfactory each assessment is, 

an assessment value is extracted from the histogram of forces for each proposition that an 

object lies in a particular direction. In the case that no assessment value is high enough 

for any single direction, other relations are considered, such as whether the object 

surrounds the robot.

There are different degrees of “surroundedness”, such as “completely surrounded” 

or “surrounded from direction x” (where x is one of the possible 16 directions). The 

degree of surroundedness is calculated based on the width of the histogram of constant 

forces between the robot and an object. If the histogram width is between π/3 and 2π/3, 
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the robot is surrounded from the main direction of the object. If the histogram width is 

between 2π/3 and 2π but the robot can escape the surrounding object, then the robot is 

surrounded with an opening at the opposite direction of that of the object. If the 

histogram width is between 2π/3 and 2π and the robot cannot escape the surrounding 

object, the object completely surrounds the robot. Details on the calculation of 

surroundedness may be found in [Skubic2003b].

3.3 Sketch Interface

The sketch interface described in [Bailey2003] is utilized for creating hand-drawn 

maps for the sketch-based navigation system. The sketch interface allows a novice user to 

naturally sketch an approximate representation of the environment (Fig. 3.2). The user 

achieves this by sketching the approximate boundary of each object. Objects may have 

any shape and they are created using the stylus on the PDA screen. Linked lists of points 

(x, y coordinates) are collected into structures as the user draws with the pen on the 

Fig. 3.2 The sketch interface
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screen. After the pen is lifted from the screen, the input data structure is analyzed to 

determine its probable desired intention. The sketched mark is then categorized as an 

object, a path, a deletion, or an extraneous stroke mark. Objects may be labeled in an 

effort to be identified later by spatial relations and vision algorithms.

After a sketch is drawn and completed on the PDA screen, the user has the option 

to send it via a TCP/IP connection to a host. The boundaries of all objects and the path 

lines are digitized into lists of Cartesian coordinates. Some of the points are dropped for 

efficiency of transmission and for faster processing by the algorithms that accept the data 

as input. The sampled pixel density is normalized to be independent of the speed that the 

user draws on the PDA screen. This way a level of consistency is achieved among the 

representation of different objects and routes. Fig. 3.3 shows a sketch as drawn by a user 

and the same sketch after being digitized. For a more detailed description of the sketch 

interface refer to [Bailey2003].

Fig. 3.3 Digitizing a sketch
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4 THE SKETCH-BASED NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The sketch-based system, developed for mobile robot navigation, is based on 

extracting Qualitative Landmark States from a sketched map and then matching these 

states in the real environment. A Qualitative Landmark State (QLS) is a specific position 

in the environment defined by a set of spatial relations between the robot and 

environmental landmarks (e.g. “Object m in direction x and object n in direction y”). The 

significance of basing navigation on QLS’s is to avoid the use of absolute coordinates. 

Instead, the approximate position of objects in the environment relative to the robot is 

utilized as guidance, similar to the way humans follow directions. A hybrid control 

architecture has been developed, which combines a high level behavior of QLS matching 

with a reactive obstacle avoidance behavior as outlined in the following section. The test 

bed for this system is described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the process of 

extracting QLS’s from a hand-drawn map. After extracting a set of QLS’s from a sketch, 

the robot is set to a real environment in order to detect and follow landmark states. The 

way that objects in the environment are detected and represented by the system is 

discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 describes how to extract egocentric spatial relations 

from the detected objects. The robot uses these spatial relations in Section 4.6 to match 

QLS’s extracted from the hand-drawn map, in an effort to reach the sketched destination. 

While the robot uses a high-level map following behavior to stay on the desired path, it is 

also guided by a low-level obstacle avoidance behavior, as described in Section 4.7. If the 

robot detects that it has deviated from the path far enough so as not to be able to return to 
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the path autonomously, it releases control to a human observer (Section 4.8). Finally, a 

complete experiment in the last section of this chapter, demonstrates the full functionality  

of the system in detail.

4.1 Hybrid Control Architecture

In accordance with Tversky’s conclusions on environmental constraints 

[Tversky2002] and the work by Michon and Denis [Michon2001] on navigation 

landmarks, the sketch-based navigation system is built upon a behavior inspired control 

architecture depicted in Fig. 4.1. There are two controllers that implement two different 

behaviors to send commands to the robot: the Path Controller and the Reactive 

Controller. The Path Controller is a high level path guide, which issues commands 

depending on what state the robot is in and what state it is supposed to match next. The 

Path Controller receives a list of sequential QLS conditions extracted from a hand-drawn 

map by the Path Extractor. A QLS condition consists of a QLS and the corresponding 

action (e.g. in linguistic terms, “When object 1 is in direction 2 and object 3 is in 

direction 5, then turn left”). As the robot traverses in the terrain, the Path Controller 

matches the sensed environment to the QLS provided by the Extractor and issues the 

appropriate navigation commands. The Behavior Controller combines these commands 

with obstacle avoidance commands from the Reactive Controller, depending on sensory 

feedback and relative position in the path. Then it issues the appropriate command to the 

robot actuators.
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The behavior control architecture provides for a means to stay on the desired path, 

while avoiding obstacles at the same time. Moreover, the reactive behavior constrains the 

robot’s motion in a crowded environment, with a side effect of correcting distortion 

introduced while drawing a route map.

4.2 The Robot and Simulator

A Nomad 200 robot was used as a test bed for the sketch-based navigation 

architecture (Fig. 4.2). The Nomad 200 uses a three servo, three wheel, synchronous, 

non-holonomic drive system with zero gyro-radius. The three wheels translate together 

Behavior Controller

Path Extractor Path Controller

Reactive Controller

QLS
conditions

navigation commands

navigation commands

Objects
& Path

actuator commands

sensor signals

Fig. 4.1 The Behavior Control Architecture
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(controlled by one motor) and rotate together (controlled by a second motor). While the 

drive system is in the base of the Nomad 200, a third motor controls the angular position 

of the turret. The robot can only translate along the forward and backward directions 

along which the three wheels are aligned (this is referred to as non-holonomic constraint). 

The robot has a zero gyro-radius, i.e the robot can rotate around its center.

On the sensor side, the mobile base keeps track of its position and orientation 

(integrated over time). It is also equipped with a compass and tactile and ultrasonic 

sensory systems. The tactile system consists of 20 independent pressure sensitive sensors 

(switches). The 20 switches are organized into two rings with 10 switches in each ring. 

The switches on the top and bottom rings are interleaved to provide 360° coverage with 

18° resolution. The ultrasonic system has 16 channels and can give range information 

from 17 to 255 inches with 1% accuracy over the entire range. For technical 

specifications of the Nomad 200 mobile robot see Appendix A.

Fig. 4.2 Guinness: The test bed Nomad 200 robot
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The Nomad 200 features on board computers for sensor and actuator control as 

well as for host computer communication. An external laptop computer has been added 

on top of the robot, which adds communication support through the 802.11b protocol and 

enhances the processing capabilities of the test bed by running the navigation control 

software. A Firewire (IEEE 1394) camera is also connected to the laptop for image 

recognition tasks but is not used for the work described here.

The Nomad 200 robot simulator with its graphical interface is utilized to run the 

control software. The simulator has the capability to switch between controlling a 

simulated and a real robot on the spot, while processing may be on-board or on a remote 

host through 802.11b. In the case that a remote computer controls the robot, the Nomad 

200 computers are used to read the sensory input and transmit it to the host; while, at the 

same time, they receive actuator output commands from the host to control the motors. 

For on-board control, the laptop on top of the robot is used and communication with the 

Nomad 200 computers is achieved through a wired ethernet connection.

A screenshot of the simulator graphic interface is shown in Fig. 4.3. The left 

window is used to design the environment by creating rectangular objects as the one 

shown in black. There is actually an option to draw polygonal objects, however it entails 

bugs while editing them, so polygonal objects are constructed by layering rectangles. A 

red disk represents the robot, while a white line on the disk indicates the heading. The 

next window to the right shows the robot as it moves in the environment and it may also 

be used to display graphics drawn by an external program. The two smaller windows on 
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the right display the sonar sensor feedback (top) and the tactile sensory system feedback 

(bottom).

4.3 Extracting Qualitative Landmark States from a Sketch

As previously mentioned, a QLS is a specific arrangement of objects in the 

environment, defined by sets of egocentric spatial relations between the robot and the 

surrounding landmarks. Given the path points from a hand-drawn map and the 

boundaries of the objects in an environment as described in Section 3.3, QLS’s need to be 

extracted that comprise critical nodes in the robot’s route, with respect to change of 

orientation. An algorithm is developed to evaluate all points in the robot’s path and select 

the nodes that are critical to change of direction. For each one of these nodes, the 

corresponding QLS is identified using spatial relations between the robot and the 

surrounding objects and used later on for robot navigation in a real environment.

Fig. 4.3 The Nomad 200 Simulator Environment
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The extraction of QLS’s from the sketch is summarized in Fig. 4.4. For each point 

along the trajectory, a view of the environment is built, using the radius of the sensor 

range. For each object within the sensory radius, a polygonal region is built using the 

boundary coordinates of the object as vertices [Skubic2001b], [Chronis2003] (Fig. 4.4a). 

If any of the object points lie within the sensory radius, the entire object boundary is 

used. To provide unique labels for each object, landmark objects are assigned sequential 

numbers as they are encountered along the sketched path. Although the landmarks are 

labeled by an appropriate description in the sketch, it is not possible to associate these 

labels with the objects detected by the robot. Since the robot only detects parts of objects 

with the sonar sensors, it cannot infer what particular object triggers a return in each 

sonar sensor, without the use of vision and an object recognition algorithm.
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direction
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Fig. 4.4. Synoptic diagram showing how spatial information is extracted 
from the sketch. (a) Building objects, (b) Extracting histograms, 
(c) Extracting main direction, histogram width and proximity.
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Once the polygonal region of an object is built, the histograms of constant forces 

and gravitational forces are computed as described in Section 3.2 (Fig. 4.4b). The referent 

is always the robot, which is modeled as a bounding box for the histogram computations. 

To capture robot-centered spatial relationships, the robot orientation must also be 

considered. The robot’s heading is computed using adjacent points along the sketched 

path to determine an instantaneous orientation. Discrete pixels are neutralized by 

averaging 5 adjacent points (centered on the considered trajectory point), thereby filtering 

small perturbations and computing a smooth transition as the orientation changes. After 

the heading is calculated, it is used to shift the histograms along the horizontal axis to 

produce an egocentric (robot) view.

From the histograms of constant and gravitational forces three different features 

are extracted to correctly identify a QLS:

1. a “main direction”, as the direction with the highest degree of truth that the landmark 

lies in this direction;

2. the distance between the robot and the landmark, namely object proximity;

3. and the width of the histogram of constant forces (Fig. 4.4c).

4.3.1 Extracting Direction

To extract the direction of a landmark relative to the robot, each one of 16 

possible directions is evaluated against the histogram of forces (Section 3.2). The 

direction with the highest degree of truth that the landmark lies in is considered to be the 

direction of the landmark. The 16 possible directions, are shown in Fig. 4.5. The 
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discretized direction is used as a symbolic representation of the landmark’s position with 

respect to the robot.

If none of the assessments for any of the 16 directions are satisfactory, then the 

surround relation is considered as described in Section 3.2. A surround relation would 

substitute a main direction relation between an object and the robot. Proximity in the case 

of a surround relation is omitted, since the object has to be very close to the robot to be 

detected as a single object. Histogram width is approximated by the type of surround 

(surrounded on a particular direction, surrounded with an opening or completely 

surrounded), so it is also omitted when extracting a QLS.

Fig. 4.5.  Sixteen directions are situated around the robot (even directions 
shown).  The main direction of each object is discretized into one of 
these 16 directions (numbers 0-15).
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4.3.2 Extracting Proximity

Proximity of an object is extracted from the sketch in pixels between the point of 

the robot closest to the object and the point of the object closest to the robot. The result is 

scaled to match the real environment. The scaling factor is determined by the diameter of 

the real robot in inches compared to the diameter of the robot as represented in the sketch 

in pixels (5 in this case). In other words, one pixel in the PDA is equivalent to a distance 

of 5 inches in the real environment (a quarter of the robot diameter). Note the loss of 

resolution during upscaling; it has a negative impact on the accuracy of matching a 

sketched QLS to an actual QLS during execution. To compensate for such a loss of 

resolution, proximity is represented as a range, instead of a single value. The range span 

is ±22 inches (with an accuracy of ±1%) of the extracted proximity value.

4.3.3 Extracting Histogram Width

The width of the histogram of constant forces between the robot and an object is 

another feature extracted from the sketch. The width is a measure indicative of how wide 

an object is perceived to be from the robot’s distance and angle. In a similar fashion to the 

case of proximity, compensating for loss of resolution dictates the use of a width range, 

instead of a single value. The span of the histogram width range is ±30 of the extracted 

histogram width value. The units used for histogram width are between 0 for no object 

and 180 for an object that completely surrounds the robot.
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4.3.4 Extracting Robot Movement

In addition to extracting spatial information at the environment landmarks, the 

movement of the robot along the sketched path is also extracted. The computation of the 

robot heading, described above, provides an instantaneous orientation. However, the 

change in orientation over time also needs to be tracked and associated to corresponding 

robot commands, i.e., move forward, turn left, or turn right. The turning rate is 

determined by computing the change in instantaneous heading between two adjacent 

route points and dividing by the distance between the points to normalize the rate. A 

positive rate means a turn to the left, and a negative rate means a turn to the right. The 

robot turn commands are generated from the turning rate using a threshold (in this case, 

0.7 normalized units per time step), and then filtering out spurious changes to smooth the 

commands.

An example of a sketched route map on a PalmPilot PDA is shown in Fig. 4.6a, 

and Fig. 4.6b shows the corresponding digital representation, where each point represents 

a captured screen pixel as described in Section 3.3. For the sketch of Fig. 4.6 (Sketch 1), 

Fig. 4.7 summarizes the extracted spatial information. In Fig. 4.7c, the discrete main 

direction of each object is plotted for the route steps in which the object is “in view” (i.e. 

within the robot sensory range). The corresponding normalized turning rate and turn 

commands of the robot along the sketched route are also shown.
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Fig. 4.6. Sketch 1 (a) A route map sketched on a PDA. (b) The 
corresponding digital representation
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 1. Object #1 is behind the robot but extends to the right relative to the robot 
Object #2 is to the right of the robot but extends forward relative to the robot 

5. Object #2 is to the right of the robot but extends to the rear relative to the robot 
Object #3 is in front of the robot but extends to the right relative to the robot 

6. Object #2 is to the right of the robot  
Object #3 is in front of the robot but extends to the left relative to the robot 

11. Object #2 is to the right of the robot 
Object #3 is behind-left of the robot 

12. Object #2 is nearly to the right of the robot but extends to the rear relative to the robot 
Object #3 is mostly to the left of the robot but somewhat to the rear 
Object #4 is loosely to the right-front of the robot 

16. Object #3 is to the left of the robot but extends to the rear relative to the robot 
Object #4 is to the right of the robot but extends to the rear relative to the robot 
Object #5 is in front of the robot 
The object is very close to the robot. 

Fig. 4.7. PDA Sketch 1.  (a) The digital sketch with an overlay of the robot’s sensory 
radius for several points along the route.  (b) Extracted route commands.  
(c) Normalized turning rate and turn commands of the robot along the 
sketched route with corresponding discrete main directions of objects in 
view.  Critical path nodes and associated landmark states identified with 
open square, circle, triangle, and diamond symbols.  (d) Objects in view at 
the steps shown in (a).
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The last command is always stop. In the case of Fig. 4.7, the commands extracted 

are “move forward” at trajectory step 1, “turn right” at trajectory step 5, “move forward” 

at trajectory step 10, “turn left” at step 12 and “move forward” at step 16, as shown in 

Fig. 4.7b. Labels of the corresponding directions are displayed on the graph to show the 

symbolic connection. Note that the directions wrap around at 15, as shown in Fig. 4.5. 

For reference, a sampling of object positions generated along the route is included in Fig. 

4.7d, which correspond to the positions shown in Fig. 4.7a. Note that the descriptions 

have an egocentric (robot) perspective.

The discrete robot commands in Fig. 4.7c show the general trend in the robot 

movement along the sketched route and the correlation with the relative landmark 

positions. At the beginning of the route, when object #1 is behind the robot, the robot’s 

movement is straight ahead. When object #3 is in view, the robot turns to the right until 

#2 is to the right and object #3 to the left. When object #4 appears to the right-front, the 

robot begins to execute a left turn. Finally, the robot straightens out when object #5 is in 

front and it comes to a stop when objects #3 and #4 are to the left and right respectively.

4.3.5 Selecting Significant QLS’s

The starting and ending states and the states at which the robot changes its turning 

rate comprise the critical path nodes. Although this seems straightforward for people to 

interpret, it is difficult to extract the essential information to define a QLS in a robust way 

and invariant to shape and scale, especially since the system needs to detect states which 

people would consider important. To incorporate knowledge of human navigation and the 
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qualitative nature of spatial information, a system of fuzzy rules is used to extract the 

significant events at each critical node that define a QLS. If there is a change in the state 

the robot is in, then there is a new event, which actually caused to some degree the 

change in state.

The significance of a particular event at a critical node determines whether or not 

it will be chosen to be part of a QLS for navigation. This significance is measured by the 

degree of change in state. The more different a new state is than a previous state, the 

more significant of a factor the associated landmark event becomes in changing the 

turning rate of the robot and the more likely it is to be included in the QLS definition. 

Three variables are used as inputs in determining the significance of an event: (1) the 

event timing, which is a measure of the closeness of the landmark state to the critical path 

node (measured in time steps), (2) the main direction of the landmark (0-15), and (3) the 

object status, i.e., the object has just come in view, the object has disappeared, or no 

change in status. The output variable is the event significance, a confidence measure of 

how much the event influenced the change in the robot’s direction at the critical node. 

The events with a high level of confidence (i.e. above a certain threshold) are used to 

identify the QLS associated with the critical path node. The threshold that determines 

how high the level of confidence should be to include an event in a QLS is variable for 

each QLS and tied to the matching algorithms of Section 4.6. For now, all events just 

receive a rating based on the event match, which is proportionate to the probability of 

each event being selected for landmark state identification. Fig. 4.8 shows the rules used 

and Fig. 4.9 shows the membership functions.
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Fig. 4.8. Rules for extracting critical path nodes.

If <event Timing> is <very-close> then <event significance> is <very-high>

If <event Timing> is <close> then <event significance> is <good>

If <event Timing> is <far> then <event significance> is <poor>

If <main Direction> is <front> then <event significance> is <very-high>

If <main Direction> is <left> then <event significance> is <high>

If <main Direction> is <right> then <event significance> is <high>

If <main Direction> is <rear> then <event significance> is <poor>

If <object Status> is <new> then <event significance> is <very-high>

If <object Status> is <disappeared> then <event significance> is <good>

Fig. 4.9. Membership functions for extracting qualitative states 
at critical path nodes
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Events close to the critical node in terms of time, have a higher significance than 

those that happen later or earlier. Events associated to landmarks in the front of the robot 

have a higher significance value than those associated to landmarks on the sides or in the 

rear. Landmarks that have just come in view are tied to events that are given a higher 

significance. The results for Sketch 1 (Fig. 4.6) are shown graphically in Fig. 4.7; the 

open squares, circles, triangles, and diamonds show the correlation between the critical 

path nodes and the associated landmark events. In the case of the critical node at step 10, 

three landmark events were identified as significant; the significance was the same for all 

three events. If more than one landmark events are identified as significant for a 

particular critical node, they all get combined into a single statement using the OR 

operator for the same object and the AND operator for different objects. The qualitative 

instructions for the robot are given in the form of:

When <landmark state> Then <robot command>

To define a landmark state 

The complete descriptions of the landmark states (including main direction, 

proximity and histogram width) with the associated robot commands are shown in Table 

4.1. The algorithm for extracting QLS’s in pseudocode is showin in Fig. 4.11.
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Landmark State Robot Command

Object #1 is in direction 9
Object #2 is in direction 13

START: 
Move forward

Object #3 is in direction 15 at proximity 135 with width 47
Object comes in view

Turn right

Object #3 is in direction 5 at proximity 80 with width 61
Object #3 is in direction 6 at proximity 120 with width 33
Object #2 is in direction 12

Move forward

Object #4 is in direction 14 at proximity 110 with width 65
Object comes in view

Turn left

Object #5 is in direction 0 at proximity 65 with width 61 Move forward

Object #3 is in direction 5
Object #4 is in direction 11
Object #5 is in direction 0

END:
Stop

The path description of Sketch 1 is then a sequential compilation of the steps, as 

shown in Fig. 4.10. The antecedent of each qualitative instruction is the QLS and the 

consequent is the corresponding command. Note that the starting and ending descriptions 

are generated from the states of all the objects in view at those nodes, using conjunctions 

for combining multiple objects.

Table 4.1 Landmark States and Robot Commands for Sketch 1.
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Fig. 4.10. The path description of Sketch 1.

1. When Object #1 is in direction 9
and Object #2 is in direction 13
Then Move forward

2. When Object #3 is in direction 15 at proximity 135 with width 47
Then Turn right

3. When Object #3 is in direction 5 at proximity 80 with width 61
or Object #3 is in direction 6 at proximity 120 with width 33
and Object #2 is in direction 12
Then Move forward

4. When Object #4 is in direction 14 at proximity 110 with width 65
Then Turn left

5. When Object #5 is in direction 0 at proximity 65 with width 61
Then Move forward

6. When Object #3 is in direction 5
and Object #4 is in direction 11
and Object #5 is in direction 0
Then Stop
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Fig. 4.11. Algorithm to extract QLS’s in pseudocode.

-- Variables --
turn[] = 0  -- turn index

-- Assign turns on path --
step = 0    -- step index
turnThres = 0.7   -- threshold to determine change of direction

WHILE step < totalSteps
 step = step + 1
 IF turnRate > turnThres THEN
  turn[step] = right
 ELSE IF turnRate < -turnThres THEN
  turn[step] = left
 ELSE
  turn[step] = forward
 END IF
END WHILE

-- Extract QLS's --
step   = 0  -- step index
qlsIdx  = 0  -- QLS Index
fuzzyThres  = 0.75  -- threshold for inclusion of an object to QLS condition

WHILE step < totalSteps
 step = step + 1
 IF turn[step] <> turn[step-1]    -- This is a significant node, extract a QLS
  qlsIdx = qlsIdx + 1
  FOR each object in view
   objSig[object] = significance based on timing, direction and status fuzzy sets
   IF objSig[object] > fuzzyThres THEN
    Include object in QLS[qlsIdx]
   END IF
  END FOR
  WHILE QLS[qlsIdx] similar to QLS[qlsIdx-1]  -- Dynamic QLS Conditions
   Add next significant object to QLS[qlsIdx]
  END WHILE
 END IF
END WHILE
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4.4 Detecting and Representing Objects

Once a path description with QLS’s is extracted from a sketch as described in the 

previous Section, the actual robot proceeds to follow the path to reach a goal in a real 

terrain, which corresponds to the drawn sketch. One of the fundamental challenging tasks 

in robot navigation is the detection of objects and the representation of them in software.

As the robot traverses in the environment, it models the obstacles that the sonar 

ranging system detects with polygonal objects. Consider the simple case from the Nomad 

200 simulator illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The solid rectangle represents an obstacle. For 

computational simplicity, the test robot, although circular in shape, is assimilated to a 

rectangular object with a heading. The sonar sensor S is the only one that returns a range 

value (i.e., a range value less than the maximum), indicating that an obstacle has been 

detected. Each sonar reading is assimilated to a point on the axis of the corresponding 

cone, and its distance to the cone vertex is proportional to the returned range value. A 

single trapezoid object is built centered in the axis of cone S, with the aforementioned 

point on the axis being on the small base of the trapezoid, to represent the detected object. 

Note that the thickness of the obstacles cannot be determined from the sonar readings, so 

a constant arbitrary thickness is assigned when building the polygonal models.

Fig. 4.12 A single trapezoid object is formed from a single 
sonar reading.
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In the case of adjacent sonar returns, an assessment must be made on whether 

they are from a single obstacle or multiple obstacles. A solution to this issue is to 

compute whether the robot can fit between two adjacent sonar returns. If the robot cannot 

fit, then the two sonar readings are considered to be pings returned from the same 

obstacle. Even if two adjacent returns are actually from two obstacles, they may be 

considered as one for navigation purposes. If the robot can fit in between, the objects are 

modeled separately in the environment. Whether the robot can fit or not is determined by 

the following distance measure:

€ 

s1
2 + s2

2 − 2s1s2 cos(2π /c) ,

where s1 is the reading from sonar sensor S1, s2 is the reading from S2 (adjacent to 

S1), and 

€ 

2π /c  is the angle between the axes of two adjacent sonar cones (c being the 

number of sonar sensors).

The above formula simply corresponds to the distance between two points in 

polar coordinates. Although the test robot has 16 sensors, in the experiments (Chapter 6) 

c=24 is used instead of c=16, i.e., the distance between adjacent sonar returns is 

intentionally underestimated. This effectively produces extra clearance to make sure that 

the robot can easily fit between the obstacles that are perceived.
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For example, consider the case illustrated by Fig. 4.13. The distance between the 

returns is rather large, and it cannot be determined whether a single obstacle continues 

across the three sonar cones, or if there are three different obstacles. Therefore, three 

different objects are built. In the same figure the distance computed for c=16 is the 

distance between A and B, and for c=24 it is the distance between C and D. In Fig. 4.14, 

the robot is closer to the obstacle. There is now better resolution, and five adjacent sonar 

sensors indicate returns. All returns are close together, and the robot cannot pass through. 

The five points are joined and the environment is modeled as one single object.

Fig. 4.13 Three different objects are formed from 3 different sonar 
readings, if the readings are not “close” enough, 
according to the distance measure.

Fig. 4.14 A single object is formed from 5 different sonar readings, 
if the readings are “close” enough, as determined by the 
distance measure.
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Fig. 4.15 shows an example, where objects at different distances are modeled at 

the same time. Object 1 is a single trapezoid which models as a single obstacle. Object 2 

is a group of joined trapezoids modeling a single obstacle which is close enough to the 

robot to be considered a single object. Objects 3-5 model a single obstacle, which is 

further away from the robot and the sensory resolution is not enough to determine 

whether the range sensor returns are from the same obstacle or from 3 different ones.

4.5 Identifying Qualitative Landmark States

At this point in the sketch-based navigation process a complete path for the robot 

to follow has been extracted (Section 4.3) and there is a way to represent objects detected 

by the sonar ranging system of a Nomad 200 mobile robot (Fig. 4.16b). Fig. 4.16 shows 

Fig. 4.15 Object representation at different distances. (a) The robot 
detects five objects. (b) The corresponding sonar sensor 
readings. (c) The detected directions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Object 1 is at direction 1

Object 2 is at direction 6

Object 3 is at direction 13

Object 4 is at direction 14

Object 5 is at direction 15
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the complete process for extracting features to detect QLS’s as the robot is traversing 

some terrain. Note that the features are based solely on the range sensor readings of the 

Nomad 200. In this Section the process from point (c) (Fig. 4.16) on is presented.

The goal now is to identify what state the robot is in using detected landmarks as 

reference. Every identified QLS will subsequently be considered for matching with a 

corresponding extracted QLS in the sketched path. The features used to identify a QLS 

are the main direction of detected objects, the histogram width, and the distance between 

the objects and the robot.

After modeling an environment as presented in the previous sections, histograms 

of forces are extracted between the robot and surrounding objects (Section 3.2). Different 

histogram features are used to define aspects of the spatial relations between the robot 

Fig. 4.16. QLS detection by the robot. (a) Sonar readings. (b) Modeling the 
sensed environment. (c) Computation of the histograms of forces. 
(d) Extraction of proximity and histogram width. (e) Extraction of 
numeric features. (f) Extraction of main direction. (g) Definition of 
current QLS.

QLS (g)(g)

(f)

SYSTEM of 

FUZZY RULES

main directionproximity

&

histogram width

(d)

 

-! !

-! !

constant

forces

gravitational

forces

(a)

(e)

(e)

(b) (c)
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and the objects around it, such as direction, distance, histogram width, whether or not the 

robot is surrounded by objects and to what degree, and an assessment that indicates to 

what extent the extracted spatial relationships are suited to describe the relative position 

of the objects with respect to the robot (see Section 3.2). In this work, spatial terms are 

often used in descriptions that correspond to spatial relations such as “in front of” instead 

of “in direction 0”, mainly for the purpose of easier communication with humans. 

However, the Path Controller (Fig. 4.1) is based on the actual values of the extracted 

features to perform the matching between detected objects and QLS’s, instead of the 

corresponding linguistic terms.

4.5.1 Detecting Main Direction

Here, just as in Section 4.3, the referent object is always the robot, and a few 

simplifying assumptions are made, namely that the robot can be modeled as a convex 

object and is not touching its environment (i.e., it is not allowed to jam itself into 

obstacles). Initially, the sensor readings are used to build an approximate polygonal 

representation of the surrounding obstacles, as described in Section 4.4. The histograms 

of constant and gravitational forces between the robot and objects and the corresponding 

spatial relations are then computed as described in Section 3.2

Note that, although the process is illustrated using a ring of 16 sonar sensors, there 

is no theoretical limitation on the sensor type or the configuration. In fact, the 

implementation uses parameters to support any number of range sensors with varying 

cone sizes. The sensor type and configuration affect the sensing resolution.
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To extract a main direction from an egocentric point of view the force histograms 

are shifted along their horizontal axis. Consider the simple case illustrated by Fig. 4.17. 

Fig. 4.17a shows the bounding rectangle that represents the robot, and the trapezoid 

model built from the sonar readings. The readings are displayed in Fig. 4.17b and the 

computed direction in Fig. 4.17c. The assessment is shown in parenthesis. A satisfactory 

assessment means that the confidence value of the computed direction being correct is 

high and the feature may thus be used for QLS detection.

4.5.2 “Surrounds” Relation

If the assessment of the spatial relation between an object and the robot is not 

satisfactory, a main direction is not used and the surround relation is considered instead. 

Since the robot is modeled as a convex object and is not allowed to jam itself into 

obstacles, the requirements mentioned in Section 3.2 are met. Three types of surrounds 

relations are considered [Skubic2003b]. The three cases are illustrated with the robot in 

Figs. 4.18–4.20, where part (a) shows the robot in the environment, part (b) shows the 

sonar sensor readings, and part (c) shows the case description. Note that the obstacles 

Fig. 4.17 Detecting directions. (a) The robot detects one object. (b) The 
corresponding sonar sensor readings. (c) The computed direction.

 

An object is at direction 1
(the assessment is satisfactory).
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must be close enough to the robot so that a single polygonal object is built from the sonar 

readings. No new assessment is calculated for surroundedness.

The robot is surrounded in 
direction 14.

The robot is surrounded
with opening in direction 10.

The robot is surrounded.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.18. “Surrounds” Relation; first case - partially surrounded.

(a) (b) (c)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.19. “Surrounds” Relation; second case - surrounded with opening.

Fig. 4.20. “Surrounds” Relation; third case - completely surrounded.
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4.5.3 Detecting Proximity

In addition to directional information, distance between the robot and surrounding 

objects is another feature used for QLS identification. The detected proximity of an 

object is simply the average of the values returned by the sonar ranging system from the 

particular object. 

4.5.4 Histogram Width

The width of the histogram of constant forces between the robot and the detected 

object is the last feature used for QLS identification. The histogram width is indicative of 

the size of an object. As in QLS extraction (Section 4.3), units used for histogram width 

are between 0 for no object and 180 for an object that completely surrounds the robot.

4.6 Matching Qualitative Landmark States

At this point in the sketch-navigation process the Path Extractor has extracted a 

set of QLS’s with associated robot commands, which define a desired route for the robot 

to follow. There is also a way for the robot to detect what landmark state it is in at any 

given time. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the Path Controller receives the set of QLS conditions 

and matches the extracted QLS’s sequentially to landmark states in the environment as 

constructed by the range sensor inputs. The sensory input of 16 sonar range sensors is not 

always sufficient to produce an accurate enough representation of the environment for 

matching extracted QLS to positions in the real environment. More sensors or vision 
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would certainly provide the information needed for a much more accurate representation 

and hence a more consistent matching. In an attempt to make matching as reliable as 

permitted by the low sensing resolution of the Nomad 200 range system, the main 

matching algorithm as presented in Section 4.6.3 is enhanced by the three techniques 

described in Sections 4.6.1, 4.6.2 and 4.6.4, namely dynamic QLS conditions, additional 

QLS’s and temporal object matching. Dynamic QLS conditions and additional QLS’s are 

focused on reducing false positives while matching, whereas temporal object matching is 

focused on reducing false negatives.

4.6.1 Dynamic QLS Conditions

As described in Section 4.3, landmark events are rated with a level of confidence 

value based on event timing, main direction of the landmark and object status. The level 

of confidence determines which landmark events are actually going to be included in the 

QLS definition. If a relatively small number of conditions were included, a QLS would 

not be accurately defined, resulting in matching the wrong state in the environment (false 

positive). Similarly, if a QLS was specified by a lot of landmark events, then the 

corresponding environment state would not be matched, since a lot of insignificant events 

introduced by sketch inaccuracies, would have to be present in the real environment, 

which is not always the case (false negative).

Landmark events as explained in Section 4.3 are expressed as conditions on the 

main direction of an object relative to the robot. A fixed threshold on the level of 

confidence that determines which events (or conditions) define a QLS was initially 

attempted. In some environments the threshold worked well but in other environments it 
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had to be adjusted to a different value for more accurate matching (experiments shown in 

Section 6). A middle ground has to be reached, where the threshold above which 

conditions get included in a QLS is high enough to exclude insignificant conditions from 

the QLS and low enough to accurately define a QLS.

Dynamic QLS Conditions introduce a variable threshold for adjusting the number 

of conditions that constitute each QLS. The threshold is adjusted to the point where the 

current state has one or more conditions that include at least one object direction at an 

angle greater than 45 degrees from any of the object directions in conditions defining the 

previous QLS. That is, the threshold is dynamically adjusted depending on what 

landmark events were used in the previous state. The start and end states do not get 

considered under dynamic QLS conditions. For the first state after the start state, the 

maximum threshold value is used, which is the value of the highest level of confidence 

among events for a particular significant node. For each following state the threshold is 

adjusted to be low enough to include landmark events that will differentiate the current 

state from the previous one. Dynamic QLS Conditions not only provide a dynamic 

threshold for different environments but also a different threshold for each QLS in the 

same environment. The criterion of consecutive state differentiation includes enough 

conditions to accurately define extracted QLS’s and ignores conditions that would 

constitute a QLS impossible to match in a real environment.
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Fig. 4.20. Dynamic QLs Conditions. (a) Initial sketch on PDA. (b) Processed sketch. 
(c) Extracted path segments with the QLS’s and corresponding actions.

 

Landmark state 2: 

If trash is front (at dir 0) and proximity in [125,175] and histogram width in [3,23] then execute command. 

 

(2) When trash is in front Then Move forward 

 

Landmark state 3: 

If trash is mostly front (at dir 1) and proximity in [75,125] and histogram width in [19,29] then execute command. 

---This and the previous state are similar. 

---Decreasing threshold to 0.82. 

 

If trash is mostly front (at dir 1) and proximity in [75,125] and histogram width in [19,29] then execute command. 

If crate is left-rear (at dir 6) and proximity in [55,105] and histogram width is [29,39] then execute command. 

 
(3) When trash is mostly in front and crate is in the left rear Then Turn right 

(a) 

LS1 

LS2 

LS3 

LS4 

LS5 

LS6 

(b) 

(c) 

As an example, consider the robot route and environment as sketched on a PDA in 

Fig. 4.21a. The sketch is processed and the landmark states are extracted. The result is 

shown in Fig. 4.21b. Landmark state LS2 is right after the first left turn, where the robot 

needs to stop turning and start moving forward again. Landmark state LS3 is immediately 

before the first right turn, where the robot needs to begin turning to the right. Fig. 4.21c 

shows each individual condition of states LS2 and LS3 as the system extracts them and 

the final description for each QLS with the corresponding action, after combining the 

extracted conditions. Note that the program output uses linguistic terms such as “front”, 

“left-rear” etc. in the output of QLS’s. The output is easier to understand by a human 

observer this way. The actual directions being processed are shown in parentheses.
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Note that LS2 and the initially extracted LS3 are very similar. The condition for 

LS2 is for the trash to be in front and for LS3 is for the trash to be mostly front. When the 

robot is actually executing the sketched path, it may match LS3 immediately after LS2, 

since they are so similar. When this happens, the robot will assume it is in LS3, while still 

in LS2. To avoid this false positive, the algorithm decreases the threshold above which 

conditions become part of a landmark state. Then, the crate landmark becomes part of 

LS3 and LS3 is more accurately defined.

Note that proximity and width in the example of Fig. 4.21c is a range of values. 

The condition for proximity and width is true if the calculated value is within the stated 

range.

4.6.2 Additional QLS’s

Since there is no way in the scope of this work to identify specific objects, it is 

possible for the robot to match a QLS similar to the previous one, though different than 

the intended state. Dynamic QLS conditions (section 4.6.1) are used to remedy the 

situation, but if there are not enough QLS’s extracted from the sketch to accurately 

describe a route, then the robot may detour from the path, even though consecutive QLS’s 

are significantly different.

To achieve an accurate description of a route, not only consecutive QLS’s have to 

be different, but they also have to be adequate in number to identify the points of all 

changes of direction along the path. As an example, it is possible to miss states LS4 and 

LS5 in Fig. 4.21 during extraction and consider the right turn after LS3 a 180 degree turn 

into LS6. A faulty sketch, limitations of the sketching device or characteristics of the 
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extraction algorithm such as path smoothing may result in extracting a less than adequate 

number of QLS’s.

To ensure a more accurate representation of a route, additional QLS’s are 

introduced along the path. After experimenting with the addition of QLS’s in fixed 

distance intervals, the success rate of completing a route diminished as expected. Adding 

QLS’s at fixed places on a faulty sketch extracts conditions to be matched that are 

inconsistent with the actual environment and the robot has even more trouble staying on 

the path.

After studying sketches that did not yield satisfactory results during robot 

execution, the additional states were placed at the mid points of large turning angles. 

Since the robot is moving at a constant rate, a large turning angle, means that there is a 

significant amount of distance covered during constant change of direction, without any 

guidance as to the position of the objects that the robot should be sensing. If a turning 

angle between two consecutive extracted QLS’s is larger than 90 degrees, an additional 

QLS is introduced in the mid point of the turn. If the turning angle is larger than 180 

degrees, two additional QLS’s are introduced to break down the turn into three equal 

angles. Spatial relations between the robot and landmarks at the points of additional 

QLS’s are extracted to define the QLS’s. The associated robot command is naturally the 

same as the one of the QLS preceding the freshly introduced one to preserve robot 

movement as originally sketched.

As an illustration of the function of additional QLS’s consider the example of Fig. 

4.22. In (a) a user sketch is shown, with the corresponding QLS’s extracted (except the 
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start and end state). In (b) the robot traverses a path based on the extracted QLS’s from 

the sketch depicted in (a). The path is unsuccessful, because the right turn in QLS’s 2 was 

meant by the sketcher to be wider than the robot actually turned. In (c) the additional 

QLS 3 is introduced (and the previous QLS 3 becomes QLS 4). The extracted path guides 

the robot to the destination as the sketcher originally intended in (d), after the robot 

makes an extra right turn to compensate for the wide sketched angle.
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Fig. 4.22. Additional QLS’s. (a) Original sketch. (b) Robot path for original sketch. (c) 
Modified sketch with additional QLS. (d) Robot path for modified sketch.

Start

1. If object is at dir 15 and proximity in [24,34]
 and histogram width in [21,31]
 then go straight.
2. If object is at dir 12 and proximity in [17,27]
 and histogram width in [40,50]
 then turn right.
3. If object is at dir 11 and proximity in [19,29]
 and histogram width in [44,54]
 then go straight.

1. If object is at dir 15 and proximity in [24,34]
 and histogram width in [21,31]
 then go straight.
2. If object at dir 12 and proximity in [17,27]
 and histogram width in [40,50]
 then turn right.
3. If object is at dir 11 and proximity in [19,29]
 and histogram width in [37,47]
 then turn right.
4. If object is at dir 11 and proximity in [19,29]
 and histogram width in [44,54]
 then go straight.

(c)

Start Start

End
End

(b) (d)

(a)

End End

Start
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4.6.3 The Main Matching Algorithm

As previously stated, a path description is a set of QLS’s with associated actions 

as the one shown in Fig. 4.23. There is one actuator command associated with each QLS. 

The description of each QLS may contain a certain number of conjunctions and 

disjunctions. Spatial relations associated with a particular object are grouped together 

with disjunctions as stated in Section 4.3. Statements for different objects are joined by a 

conjunction. Since, for this application, only 16 sonar sensors are available, there can be a 

maximum of 16 parts in the description of each QLS (one for every direction that can 

possibly be detected). There are no image recognition algorithms in the current version of 

this software, so the objects detected by the robot cannot possibly be identified; hence 

numbers are used instead of labels in the descriptions (e.g. “Object 1” instead of “table”). 

The lack of image recognition also dictates testing the match between each detected 

object to each one of the objects in the QLS definition.
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The main matching algorithm checks each condition of a QLS description in the 

path. If a QLS is matched, the Path Controller sends the corresponding command to the 

Behavior Controller (see Section 4.1) and it looks for the next QLS in the path. The 

algorithm works according to the following rules:

1. The first QLS of the path is ignored in matching, and the robot begins to move 

by executing the command associated with the first QLS.

2. The last QLS of the path is ignored in matching, and the robot stops moving 

when it detects an object closer than 30 inches with any of the front sensors 

(numbered 0, 1, 2, 14 and 15 in Fig. 4.4).

3. Matching of all QLS’s except the first and last follow rules 4 through 8.

4. For a QLS to be matched the associated condition has to be true (according to 

the disjunctions and conjunctions).

Fig. 4.23. Typical QLS and associated action.

Path Node i (QLS i and associated action):

When object 1 is at direction d11, and width is w11 and proximity is p11

 OR object 1 is at direction d12, and width is w12 and proximity is p12

 ...
 OR object 1 is at direction d1n, and width is w1n and proximity is p1n

AND object 2 is at direction d21, and width is w21 and proximity is p21

 OR object 2 is at direction d22, and width is w22 and proximity is p22

 ...
 OR object 2 is at direction d2n, and width is w2n and proximity is p2n

...
AND object m is at direction dm1, and width is wm1 and proximity is pm1

 OR object m is at direction dm2, and width is wm2 and proximity is pm2

 ...
 OR object m is at direction dmn, and width is wmn and proximity is pmn

THEN
 Execute robot command ci

where i is the landmark state number
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5. Only the objects in the QLS conditions have to be matched to corresponding 

objects in the path, even if more objects exist in the environment.

6. For a direction of an object in the path to be matched, an object has to be 

detected at the exact same direction in the real environment. The only 

exceptions to this rule are cases covered under Temporal Object Matching 

(explained in Section 4.6.3).

7. A successful match for proximity values occurs when the detected proximity 

of the object in the environment is within the range specified in the path 

condition (Section 4.3.2).

8. A successful match for histogram width values occurs when the histogram 

width of the detected object in the environment is within the range specified in 

the path condition (Section 4.3.3). Histogram width range is 0 when no object 

is present to 180 for an object that completely surrounds the robot.

Rule 1 is based on the assumption that the robot is always facing in the right 

direction when at the beginning of the route. Hence, there is no reason to try to match a 

state that the robot is assumed to already be in. Although landmark state matching could 

have been used to rotate the robot until the correct orientation is achieved, this task is 

very prone to error taking into account that (a) there is no object recognition and (b) 

temporal object matching (Section 4.6.3), minimum distance and minimum turn (Section 

4.6.4) are rendered unusable, since the robot is not translating. Furthermore, it is not 

uncommon to instruct humans to face toward a certain direction before they begin 
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executing a route, so, similarly, the robot may be positioned to face at the desired 

direction.

In the same fashion, rule 2 ensures that the robot will not miss a terminating 

condition for the route, if it is not facing at precisely the correct direction but it is indeed 

at the end of the route. This second rule is based on the assumption that the destination of 

the robot is an object. If the robot has correctly matched all previous states except the last 

one, then as soon as it gets very close to an object, this object would be the final 

destination and there is no need to match the last QLS exactly. Under the same 

assumption obstacle avoidance seizes to be in effect, since the robot needs to simply stop 

in the case it is about to collide with the destination object, instead of steering away from 

it.

4.6.4 Temporal Object Matching

As the robot traverses the terrain looking to match QLS’s, it is often the case that 

a QLS condition is partially met during a particular sensor sampling cycle. In the 

following cycle, some other parts of the same QLS condition may be met, but due to 

noise or low sensory resolution, the entire condition cannot be met during the same 

sensor sampling cycle. As a result, the robot misses the QLS and it is thrown off course.

To address this false negative, previous sensory information is considered along 

with the current. If part of the QLS is matched in the preceding sampling cycle and the 

other part matched in the current cycle, the QLS is considered to be matched. Only 

sensory information from the sampling cycle that immediately precedes the current one is 

considered. Furthermore, to eliminate sensor noise, the parts of the QLS condition that 
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were met in the preceding cycle must have also been met in the two cycles before the 

preceding one. In a case of a match, the robot follows the control commands for the 

matched QLS and searches for the next one.

Consider the example in Fig. 4.24. Recall that the sonar sensor directions are 

numbered counter clockwise from 0 to 15 with 0 being in front as shown in Fig. 4.24a. 

The next QLS that the robot is trying to match is: “WHEN there is an object to the left 

AND an object to the right, THEN go forward”. In the position of Fig. 4.24a, the robot 

senses an object to the right, but no object to the left. In the position of Fig. 4.24b, there is 

an object to the left but no object to the right. The robot has missed the particular QLS, 

because the sketched map did not exactly match the real environment. By considering 

temporal object locations, as soon as the robot gets in the position of Fig. 4.24b, it will 

remember the objects in position 4.24a and match the QLS. Note that the object to the 

 

front

left

right

 

front

left

right

 

front

left

right

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4.24. Temporal object matching. (a) Initial robot position (object on the right). 
(b) Subsequent robot position (object on left, but no object on right). (c) 
Object in front right and rear right, but no object on right.
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right of the robot in Fig. 4.24a did appear to the right of the robot for the previous two 

states, so the range sensor return of an object being to the right would not be considered 

sensory noise.

For each part of a QLS condition object directions immediately adjacent to the 

object direction in the condition are also considered. Thus, sensory noise and sketching 

inaccuracies are smoothed out even more. For example, in Fig. 4.24c, an object is 

considered to indeed exist in direction 12 (to the right of the robot) just because there is 

an object in direction 11 and direction 13. Note, that if there were an object only in 

direction 11 and not in 13 (or in 13 and not in 11), an object would not be considered to 

exist in direction 12. The latter option has been tried without much success, since it 

broadens the set of matched QLS’s to a point where too many false positives occur.

4.7 Obstacle Avoidance and Command Fusion and Execution

Thus far the high level path controller has been discussed. To assist the path 

controller for successful navigation, the reactive controller module shown in figure 4.1 

provides the means for obstacle avoidance. Since not all objects of the real world can 

possibly be plotted on the PDA during the sketching stage, a reactive behavior is needed 

to navigate the robot around dynamic or other objects which were not sketched. The 

reactive controller not only prevents the robot from bumping into objects, but it also 

constrains the robot’s motion in a crowded environment, with a side effect of correcting 

distortion introduced while drawing a route.
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The reactive controller assigns weights to the sonar sensors of the robot in a way 

that the front-most sensors carry the most weight, the ones to the sides less and the ones 

in the rear, none (Fig. 4.25). Then the vector of the direction to be avoided by the robot is 

calculated, based on the direction and distance of all objects from the robot using the 

weighted sum S1 for the magnitude of the vector and formula F1 for the direction as given 

in Fig. 4.26.

The motion command for a Nomad 200 consists of a translation and a steering 

velocity as explained in Section 4.2. The Behavior Controller adjusts both the translation 

and steering velocities (see Section 4.1), based on where the robot is on the path, what the 

 

Fig. 4.25. Directions with assigned weights.

Fig. 4.26. Reactive Controller Formulae.
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returns are from the range sensors and the commands from the Reactive and Path 

Controllers.

More specifically, the Behavior Controller identifies three cases:

1. There is no command from the Reactive Controller.

2. Command from Reactive Controller is present, but no object is at crucial 

distance from the robot.

3. Command from Reactive Controller is present, and there is at least one object 

very close to the robot.

In the first case, the Behavior Controller issues to the actuators the same 

command it receives from the Path Controller. In this case, the Reactive Controller does 

not have a preference to follow a particular direction, either because there are no objects 

close to the robot, or the objects that are close do not affect the robot’s heading (e.g. an 

object to the left and an object to the right at equal distance from the robot). S1 of Fig. 

4.26 would have a value of zero. The translation velocity is set to a maximum value of 25 

inches/sec and the steering velocity is set to 10 degrees/sec. Maximum values are used 

for safety and to provide enough time for the robot to process new information from the 

sonar sensors.

In the second case, the Reactive Controller issues a command to the Behavior 

Controller based on the returns of the ranging sonar system. The Behavior Controller 

fuses this command with the command from the Path Controller using formula F2 (Fig. 

4.27). d in F2 is the direction to avoid (issued from the Reactive Controller) and p is the 

command issued by the Path Controller (refer to Fig. 4.26 for the definition of S1). The 
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result of F2 is the steering velocity sent to the actuators. Translation velocity is set to 25 

inches/sec.

In the case of an object being very close to the robot and in its path, immediate 

action needs to be taken for the robot not to hit the object. The translation velocity is set 

to a slow 5 inches/sec and the steering velocity is set to 105 degrees/sec. Commands from 

the Path Controller are ignored until the collision has been avoided and the robot is no 

longer in danger.

When the robot matches a perceived QLS to a QLS in the extracted path, it issues 

the command calculated after considering the outputs of the reactive and path controllers. 

To ensure that the robot does not immediately match the next QLS, a minimum turn angle 

or a minimum forward moving distance is enforced depending on the command issued. If 

the navigation command is a right or a left turn, the robot has to turn at least 30º before 

another QLS is considered for matching. If the navigation command is to move forward, 

then the robot has to continue moving for 5 steps (calculated as sensor sampling and 

processing loops), roughly 2 feet, before considering the next QLS.

Fig. 4.27. Command fusion formula.
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d = resultant direction to avoid 
r = sonar range  (150) 
c = normalization constant (90000) 
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4.8 Erroneous Route Detection

As the robot attempts to follow a sketched route, it is possible that it detours from 

the intended path for reasons such as a misinterpreted sketch or an error in matching an 

extracted QLS. In such a case, it is necessary for the robot to detect that it is no longer on 

the path and request assistance from a human.

To accomplish the task of erroneous route detection, the time needed to reach the 

first QLS is calculated based on the speed of the robot and the estimated distance to the 

first QLS after scaling the sketched path to the first QLS. If the robot does not detect the 

first QLS in double the calculated time, it determines that it is lost and stops execution.

For all consecutive QLS’s a similar approach is used, but the time estimate is also 

updated depending on the amount of time it took the robot to travel between the previous 

two QLS’s. More accurate predictions are possible by taking into account previous travel 

times between QLS’s.

4.9 Detailed Example Run

In this section a complete experiment is presented. A user sketches a map of a 

specific area and a path on a PDA, the sketch is processed, the QLS’s are extracted and 

the robot follows the sketched route by matching the extracted QLS.

Fig. 4.28 shows the environment to be sketched. The robot is intended to follow 

the path from the chair to the desk. A user sketches an approximate map of the real 

environment on a PDA along with the desired route and the sketch gets digitized as 

explained in Section 3.3. For the discussion of this section the sketch of Fig. 4.28 is used, 
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which is one of the sketches of a novice user for the scene of Fig. 4.28 used in 

[Bailey2003].

When the user finishes the sketch, he transmits it via a wireless TCP/IP channel to 

a host that receives and stores the sketched objects and route as Cartesian coordinates of 

Fig. 4.28. Sketch and real environment.
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points. As described in Section 4.3, the robot movement and spatial information between 

the robot and the surrounding objects is extracted to form QLS’s.
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Fig. 4.28. Extracted QLS’s for sketch of Fig. 4.20. (a) Turn commands of the robot along the 
sketched route with the corresponding discrete main directions of the objects in 
view. Critical path nodes and associated landmark states are identified with circle, 
square triangle, hexagon, trapezoid and pentagon symbols. (b) Generated ego-
centric QLS descriptions for the route points at time steps of change in robot 

1. Move forward.
6. When table is at direction 1, proximity [54,64] with histogram width [16,26]
  or at direction 0, proximity [49,59] with histogram width [18,28]
 and files is at direction 14, proximity [6,16] with histogram width [39,49]
 then turn left.
16. When trash is at direction 0, proximity [25,35] with histogram width [13,23]
 then move forward.
18. When trash is at direction 1, proximity [15,25] with histogram width [19,29]
 and crate is at direction 6, proximity [11,21] with histogram width [29,39]
 then turn right.
26. When cabinet is at direction 1, proximity [27,37] with histogram width [25,35]
 then move forward.
28. When cabinet is at direction 2, proximity [11,21] with histogram width [44,54]
 and boxes is at direction 5, proximity [17,27] with histogram width [27,37]
 then turn right.
36. When trash is at direction 12, proximity [25,35] with histogram width [29,39]
 then move forward.
37. Stop.

(b)
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Fig. 4.29a shows the discrete main directions of the objects in view for all the 37 

recorded time steps of the sketch. The command to be executed by the robot is also 

shown for each time step. The critical nodes in the robot path and the associated 

landmark states are identified with circles, squares, triangles, hexagons trapezoids and 

pentagons. Fig. 4.29b shows the QLS’s and associated robot commands extracted at each 

critical node. The QLS’s are numbered according to the step number that the critical 

nodes were detected. Note that proximity and histogram width are part of the QLS as well 

as main direction. Note that although the extracted QLS’s make use of object labels, these 

labels are not used for matching, since object recognition is unavailable.

The relations that will potentially form a particular QLS are rated based on the 

fuzzy rules for event timing, main direction and object status as described in Section 4.3. 

The concept of dynamic QLS conditions as described in Section 4.6.1 determines which 

relations are actually going to comprise each QLS condition. For example, at step 16 a 

QLS was extracted for the robot to move forward. At step 18, there was a change in robot 

command and a new QLS had to be formed. The condition with the highest score after 

applying the fuzzy rules (Section 4.3) for step 18 was “When trash is at direction 1, 

proximity [15,25] with histogram width [19,29], then turn right”. However, this condition 

is very similar to the condition in the previous state “ When trash is at direction 0, 

proximity [25,35] with histogram width [13,23], then move forward.”. Even though the 

main directions, proximities and histogram widths for the two conditions are not the 

same, they are so similar that a potential match could occur during the execution process 

at an undesirable time. The robot could potentially match QLS 16 and immediately match 
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QLS 18, before it was intended to. Dynamic QLS conditions dictate the addition of 

another condition in QLS 18 in this case, that results in a more strict definition of QLS 18 

and differentiates it from QLS 16. The added condition is “When crate is at direction 6, 

proximity [11,21] with histogram width [29,39], then turn right”.

It is evident from the descriptions of Fig. 4.29b that the number of relations in 

each QLS is kept to a minimum as long as consecutive states are well defined. All pairs 

of consecutive QLS’s are defined so that there are enough differences between them, 

while still including relations with a high score from the fuzzy rule base as described in 

Section 4.3.

QLS 6 has three relations, because the fuzzy rules described in Section 4.3 

yielded an equal score for all three. QLS 16 is well defined in comparison to QLS 6 with 

just the relation which had the highest score. QLS 18 had to be augmented by a relation 

that had a lower score as well as the top score relation to be different than QLS 16 as 

described above. QLS 26 consists of the single highest score relation. QLS 28 is formed 

by the highest score relation “When cabinet is at direction 2, proximity [11,21] with 

histogram width [44,54], then turn right” and augmented by the next higher score relation 

“When boxes is at direction 5, proximity [17,27] with histogram width [27,37], then turn 

right” to be different than the previous QLS. QLS 36 is well defined with the single 

highest score condition for the table. Finally, the robot stops at step 37. The stop 

condition is automatically inserted at the end of each sketch, assuming that the robot is to 

navigate from one object to another as mentioned in Section 4.6.3. As soon as the robot 
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gets close enough to the destination object, then it stops. In this case the proximity value 

(less than 30 inches) for the robot to stop was 23 inches.

As soon as the whole path composed of all QLS’s is extracted, the robot is ready 

to navigate based on detecting and matching QLS’s in the environment. For this 

experiment both a simulated robot and a real Nomad200 were used. The result from the 

Nomad200 simulator is shown in Fig. 4.30. The blue trapezoids represent virtual objects 

constructed by the robot based on the returns of the sonar ranging system as explained in 

Section 4.4. Fig 4.31 shows instances of the real robot traversing the sketched route in the 

real environment that was used for sketching.

Fig. 4.30. Simulated execution of the sketch in Fig. 4.21. Matched 
QLS’s are indicated on the map according to the numbering 
of Fig. 4.31. Blue trapezoids represent objects constructed 
from sonar sensor returns.
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Fig. 4.31. Execution of the sketch in Fig. 4.21. (a) About to match QLS 6 and make a left 
turn. (b) Just matched QLS 16 and going straight. (c) Turning right after QLS 18. 
(d) Looking for QLS 28. (e) turning right after matching QLS 29. (f) Goal reached.

  

  

  

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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5 EXPERIMENTS

The sketched based navigation algorithm has been enhanced with several features 

since the beginning of development. Each feature added different characteristics to the 

ability of the robot to navigate in a real environment based on a sketch. To illustrate the 

effect of each feature in robot navigation the robot was tested in a simulator environment. 

An initial sketch was drawn and the robot attempted to execute the sketched route in the 

same environment on the simulator, using different features. The routes followed by the 

robot provided an insight into how each feature influences navigation and what the 

limitations of the software were. Based on these experiments, the algorithm for QLS 

extraction and matching evolved into its final form. 

The final version of the software was tested using sketches acquired from real 

users as part of a usability study on the sketch interface. [Bailey2003] This second batch 

of experiments validated the system in a real world situation. The users drew several 

sketches of different scenes using a PDA and the robot executed the sketched routes in 

the original environment as well as in modified environments both in simulation and in 

the real world. The second batch of experiments were designed to not only validate the 

system but also to explore limitations that need to be addressed in future work.

5.1 Experiments for Qualitative Landmark State Feature Identification

An arrangement of objects served as an environment to test the initial matching 

and QLS extraction algorithm and enhance it to achieve accurate navigation along a 
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sketched route. An expert user sketched the environment on a PDA, so as to develop a 

solid base algorithm without the influence of sketches inconsistent with the environment. 

Processing of multiple sketches by novice users to test and fine tune the basic algorithm 

would be performed at a later time. The flaws in the initial version of the algorithm 

dictated the use of the Nomad 200 simulator to conduct experiments as opposed to using 

the actual robot, to avoid potential physical damage.

Starting with an initial algorithm, features and techniques were added to create the 

final version based on the demonstrated flaws. The environment was designed to be 

challenging enough, while constrained by the PDA dimensions. The goal was to explore 

as many limitations of the algorithm as possible and address them by extracting different 

features from the sketch and by tweaking the methods used for navigation. In the early 

runs many problems were evident. The approach was to address one problem at a time 

and run the simulation in between different versions of the algorithm, instead of 

addressing all issues at once. The reasoning behind this approach was to test the 

effectiveness of each change solely.

An initial set of features for matching extracted QLS’s to perceived states in the 

environment was used. The algorithm was enhanced by the different features one by one 

and the effect was monitored by test runs.

The first feature was the main direction of a detected object with relation to the 

robot. Proximity, the second feature, is the distance between the robot and an object. 

Histogram width is the width of the histogram of constant forces between the robot and 

an object. Larger objects refers to simulating larger perceived objects by the robot sensors 
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by increasing the value of c in the distance measure 

€ 

s1
2 + s2

2 − 2s1s2 cos(2π /c) , as 

presented in Section 4.4. Neighbor directions signifies that a condition of an object 

existing in direction x is true, if the object exists in direction x-1 and x+1. Finally, 

temporal objects is the way to match objects seen in the past by the robot as outlined in 

Section 4.6.4.

Table 5.1 shows the subsequent versions as the features were added and the 

corresponding results of executing the algorithm on the simulator. The sketch used in the 

experiments of Table 5.1 is Sketch 1 depicted in Fig. 4.6. Fig. 5.1 shows the processed 

sketch with the points along the route, where the QLS’s were extracted.
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The Sketch is at a right angle with respect to the environment of the simulator. 

This was done to illustrate that absolute coordinates are indeed not used and the QLS 

approach is solely based on spatial relations. With some versions of the algorithm, 

execution was inconsistent and very susceptible to noise. To illustrate the results, 

representative examples of several executions are shown in the table for the 

aforementioned versions. Multiple examples are also shown for the latest two versions to 

illustrate that the acceptable results were not a product of coincidence, but rather based 

on a solid and well-formed algorithm.

Fig. 5.1. � Processed sketch with the extracted QLS’s shown as blue circles. The 
associated robot commands are printed next to the corresponding circle.
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Features Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4

1. Main direction

2. Main direction
 Proximity

3. Main direction
 Proximity
 Histogram width

4. Main direction
 Proximity
 Histogram width
 Larger objects
 Parameter adj.

5. Main direction
 Proximity
 Histogram width
 Neighbor directions

6. Main direction
 Proximity
 Histogram width
 Neighbor directions
 Temporal Objects

Table 5.1.  Algorithm features and corresponding simulated runs for Sketch 1 (Fig. 4.6).
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In the first version of the algorithm in Table 5.1, the robot is solely based on main 

direction to extract QLS’s. The corresponding QLS’s for this case were:

1. Move forward.

2. When an object is at direction 15 or 1

turn right.

3. When an object is at direction 12

and an object is at direction 5 or 6

go forward.

4. When an object is at direction 14

turn left.

5. When an object is at direction 0

go forward.

6. When object is close

stop.

As explained in Section 4.6.3, the first QLS is ignored by the algorithm and the 

robot simply begins to move in the desired direction (in this case forward). The first thing 

to observe on the route is the influence of obstacle avoidance as the robot veers to the left 

while moving close to the object before the first right turn. The second QLS is matched 

when an object is detected in front of the robot and a little to the right (at direction 15) 

and a right turn begins. The sensor range on the simulator has been adjusted to match the 

range of the sensors on the real robot, so QLS 2 is not matched until the robot gets close 

enough to the object in front of it. The next QLS calls for objects to the left and right of 
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the robot. As soon as these objects get detected, the robot stops turning and moves 

forward. Note that even though there are objects to the left and right, the robot is not 

aligned to move parallel to the edges of these objects. Then, the robot begins to turn to 

the left when an object is detected in the front-right direction as it matches QLS 4 and 

immediately begins moving forward again, since the same object extends to the front 

direction and QLS 5 is matched. When the robot gets close enough to the object in front 

of it, it stops assuming that it has reached its destination, since all QLS have been 

matched (as per rule 2 of the main matching algorithm in Section 4.6.3).

There are several problems that lead to the unsuccessful route execution, which 

are addressed one at a time as mentioned earlier. For example QLS 5 gets matched 

immediately after QLS 4, resulting in a not sharp enough left turn. Also, in QLS 4 the 

object to the south is matched instead of the object to the west, which was considered 

during extraction. It is evident what an important role object recognition has in QLS 

matching. Since only sonar sensors are available and no vision, alternative solutions to 

the problem need to be investigated.

Had the robot been moving to the South instead of South-East, the correct object 

would have been matched in QLS 4. The extraction of proximity information from the 

sketch helps to define a QLS more accurately. The path description now becomes:

1. Move forward.

2. When an object is at direction 15 in proximity [130,140] 

 or direction 1 in proximity [90,100]

turn right.
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3. When an object is at direction 12 in proximity [70,80]

and an object is at direction 5 in proximity [75,85] 

 or direction 6 in proximity [70,80]

go forward.

4. When an object is at direction 14 in proximity [105,115]

turn left.

5. When an object is at direction 0 in proximity [60,70]

go forward.

6. When object is close

stop.

Proximity information is used as a range in matching. The use of a range helps 

alleviate the problem of low resolution in the PDA, as explained in Section 4.3.2.

Although the use of proximity information fixed the issue of matching QLS 4 

prematurely because of the object in the south, matching QLS’s became more strict to the 

point where the robot cannot successfully match the correct QLS’s, even when they are 

present. This is demonstrated in QLS 3, where the robot needs to detect an object to the 

right and an object to the left at an equal distance of 75 inches. The problem is that as 

soon as the robot matches QLS 2, it starts turning to the right and it never finds itself 

between two objects at an equal distance. It is much closer to the object on the right, 

rendering QLS 3 impossible to match because of the proximity constraint.

After the first right turn, obstacle avoidance guides the robot away from the 

obstacle to the right, until the constructed objects meet the ranges set by the proximity 
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condition of QLS 3 and the state is matched. QLS 4 gets matched at a reasonable point on 

the route this time. However, QLS 5 requires the object at direction 0 to be at a distance 

of 65 inches from the robot, so the robot keeps on turning without matching QLS 5 at the 

right heading angle. A similar case is observed in simulation 3 for version 2 of the 

algorithm.

In simulation 2, the robot does not even match QLS 4 at the right point and it 

heads straight south, until the obstacle in the south changes its direction, when obstacle 

avoidance comes in effect. The robot is still trying to match QLS 4 at that point and it 

does later on in the route but obviously not because of the correct objects being at the 

correct distances. Some contracted objects happened to be at the right direction and 

distance to match the rest of the states and the robot comes to a halt at the end.

By observing the simulation runs it is evident that the QLS’s have to be more 

precisely defined but at the same time the conditions for matching a state need to be 

relaxed. These two tasks are contradicting and pose the biggest challenge in the design of 

the algorithm. Another observation of the simulated runs suggests that the algorithm does 

not yield similar routes in the same environment. Inconsistencies in execution need to be 

addressed as well.

One solution is the introduction of the width of the histogram of constant forces 

feature between the robot and an object. At the same time, the range of proximity 

matching is increased to ±22 inches from ±11 inches that it was in version 2. The result is 

shown in simulation 1 for version 3. The path description becomes:

1. Move forward.
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2. When an object is at direction 15 in proximity [130,140] with histogram width in 

[42,52]] or direction 1 in proximity [90,100] with histogram width in [54,64]

turn right.

3. When an object is at direction 12 in proximity [70,80] with histogram width in 

[62,72] and an object is at direction 5 in proximity [75,85] with histogram 

width in [56,66] or direction 6 in proximity [70,80] with histogram width in 

[28,38]

go forward.

4. When an object is at direction 14 in proximity [105,115] with histogram width in 

[60,70]

turn left.

5. When an object is at direction 0 in proximity [60,70] with histogram width in [56,66]

go forward.

6. When object is close

stop.

As apparent from the simulation of version 3, addition of histogram width did not 

change the result significantly. More simulation runs were executed by adjusting different  

parameters of the algorithm, such as the dimensions of constructed objects from sonar 

returns. As explained in Section 4.4, sonar returns may be used to construct one object 

from each reading or a single object from all readings. Such adjustments did not seem to 

improve results, so the values used for constants in the algorithm did not play a big role 

in execution (within reasonable ranges).
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A significant improvement was observed in version 5 with the introduction of 

neighbor directions. In Section 4.6.4 the technique of matching temporal objects is 

described. Neighbor directions is an early version of this technique, where objects in 

adjacent directions to the one considered for matching trigger an actual match, even 

though there is no object detected in the considered direction. The difference between 

neighbor directions and temporal objects, is that in the former the objects have to be 

detected at the same time. Several simulations were executed to verify the results and 

algorithm consistency. Some examples are shown in Table 5.1 for version 5.

The use of temporal objects was one of the final features introduced to fix slight 

inconsistencies of version 5. In the particular environment, simulation yielded acceptable 

results (examples shown in Table 5.1 for version 6). The same algorithm was tested 

repeatedly 20 times with the real robot in the same environment with very similar results.

In different environments the robot demonstrated a similar acceptable behavior. In 

some environments, such as the one depicted in Fig. 4.22, Section 4.6.1, the issue of 

similar consecutive QLS’s being extracted was identified. Dynamic Conditions were 

introduced as a solution and the algorithm reached its final form. These experiments and 

results are discussed in the next section.

5.2 Navigation System Validation Experiments and Results

After the algorithm was finalized it was tested in the real world under a different 

set of experiments. As part of a study on sketch interfaces for understanding hand-drawn 

route maps [Bailey2003], sketches were drawn by a group of users. In an effort to design 
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an interface that allows a novice user to guide, control and/or program a robot to perform 

some purposeful task, Bailey investigated the usability of such an interface. Two groups 

of volunteers sketched a scene laid out in a room with objects and a path denoted with 

tape on the floor. After taking a few minutes to get familiar with the PDA interface, the 

users sketched the objects in the scene along with the desired robot path.

All sketches for both scenes were used to validate the sketch-based navigation 

system. The system was tested in a real environment using a Nomad 200 robot for 

navigation as well as in simulated maps that resembled the original environment or that 

had some kind of distortion (e.g. objects missing, more objects than the sketch, skewing, 

scaling, distorted objects, etc.). The two scenes are shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2. Two scenes used for the sketch-based navigation system validation.

Scene A Scene B
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The robot was placed in the beginning of the route facing toward the correct 

direction as drawn on the sketch. Without any further human interaction, the robot began 

to execute the sketched route.

The navigation paths of the robot may be classified into the following four 

categories:

1. The robot stopped at the destination by successfully executing the sketched route after 

matching all QLS’s.

2. The robot stopped at the destination but some QLS’s were not matched correctly. An 

incorrect match of a QLS occurs when the robot assumes it is at a QLS, but it really is 

not there. An incorrect match is due to perceived objects mistaken for sketched 

objects, when they really are not. Environment constraints or a coincidence may 

guide the robot to stop at the destination, but some QLS’s along the route were 

incorrectly matched nonetheless.

3. The robot stopped before reaching the destination assuming that it had completed the 

route. Some QLS’s were erroneously matched and the robot arrived in front of an 

object and stopped having no more QLS’s in the extracted path.

4. The robot stopped before reaching the destination and without matching the total 

number of QLS’s in the extracted path. In this case the robot had deviated from the 

sketched route and could not detect any objects for the amount of time allowed by the 

erroneous route detection condition, i.e. the robot knows it is lost (Section 4.8).

The experiments are split into three sets. For the first set the base algorithm 

described in section 4.6.3 is used along with dynamic conditions (section 4.6.1) and 
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temporal objects (section 4.6.4). No artificial QLS’s were added in the middle of wide 

angle turns as discussed in section 4.6.2. The study of this first set of experiments 

actually served as inspiration for the additional QLS’s method. The results of the first set 

of experiments are presented and analyzed in the following section.

To improve the routes traversed by the robot in the first set of experiments, the 

method of additional QLS’s was used and the second set of experiments demonstrates the 

more successful routes. The same set of sketches was used for this second set of 

experiments as in the first set. In section 5.2.2 we discuss the impact of the method of 

additional QLS’s.

The last set did not use sketches to draw a desired route and extract QLS’s. 

Instead, the route was produced in the Nomad simulator by controlling the robot along 

the desired path within an object arrangement that matched the real environment. This 

last experiment set was used to test the matching part of the sketch-based navigation 

independently from the sketch QLS extraction.

5.2.1 Experiments with Base Algorithm

Table 5.2 shows the results after the robot executed the sketched route for all 

sketches of scene A and Table 5.3 for scene B. The sketch is shown in the first column of 

the table.

The second column is the number of extracted QLS’s from the sketch over the 

total possible QLS’s that are theoretically derived from the scene. For scene A there are 8 

possible QLS’s that correspond to the commands “Go Forward”, “Turn Left”, “Go 

Forward”, “Turn Right”, “Go Forward”, “Turn Right”, “Go Forward”, “Stop”. For scene 
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B there are 6 possible QLS’s that correspond to the commands “Go Forward”, “Turn 

Left”, “Go Forward”, “Turn Right”, “Go Forward”, “Stop”.

The third column of each table is the number of correctly matched QLS’s for each 

of 5 trials in the simulator. A QLS is matched correctly, when the objects that triggered 

matching of the conditions in the state are the same objects that were extracted from the 

sketch. Since, the robot does not use vision and object recognition, whether the sonar 

range system readings were from the extracted objects or random objects was manually 

determined. This process ensures that the number of matched QLS’s presented in the 

table is not a product of coincidence in matching. The numbers in bold denote a complete 

execution that was successful in reaching the goal. Not all the QLS’s have to be matched 

correctly for an execution to be successful. However, if an execution is successful and the 

robot reaches the goal, all QLS’s have been matched, even though some of them may 

have been matched to objects different than those intended in the sketch (i.e. not correctly 

matched).

The fourth column shows the number of successful runs over total runs. A 

successful run is an execution of a sketch during which the robot reaches the goal. The 

robot performed 5 runs per sketch for each one of the scenes (100 total runs).

The next column is a measure of performance of the algorithm. The measure is 

the mean of correctly matched QLS’s per sketch over the number of extracted QLS’s. 

Defining a measure by which to judge the performance of the algorithm is a very 

challenging task. The number of successful runs appears to be a simple solution; 

however, the robot may reach the destination without correctly matching all the QLS’s, as 
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shown on certain execution simulations and discussed in detail in this section. The 

number of correctly matched QLS’s is not sufficient, since the algorithm would appear to 

perform better on sketches where more QLS’s were extracted (and consequently 

matched). Normalizing the number of correctly matched QLS’s by dividing it by the 

number of extracted QLS’s is a fair measure. However, we have to consider that correctly 

matching a QLS depends on correctly matching all previous QLS’s.

To illustrate this point, consider that n total QLS’s theoretically exist in a scene 

and m (where m≤n) QLS’s are extracted. If a particular QLS is not matched correctly by 

the algorithm, the subsequent QLS’s have a high probability of not even being considered  

for matching, because the robot may very well never reach any of them. Hence, the 

earlier the QLS is on the route the more weight it carries in evaluating the performance of 

the algorithm. In other words, the weight of a QLS when considered as a measure of 

evaluating the algorithm performance decreases with the QLS’s order in the path. We use 

a linear function to account for this relationship and we define the measure of 

performance of the algorithm for a sketch to be P such as:

€ 

P =
Rj

cj=1

c

∑

where c is the number of total experiments per sketch (in this case 5) and

€ 

Rj = 2 m − i +1
m(m +1)

Si

i=1

m

∑

where m is the number of extracted QLS’s per sketch and Si is 1 if QLS i was 

matched correctly or 0 if QLS i was not matched correctly (or not matched at all).
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The last column shows the standard deviation from the mean of correctly matched 

QLS’s and is used to evaluate the consistency of the algorithm.

Sketch
Extr./
Total 
QLS

Correctly 
Mat. QLS

Succ./
Tot. 

Runs

Perfor
mance

Std. 
Dev.

1

7/8 7,6,6,7,7 5/5 .98 0.55

2

5/8 1,3,1,5,1 1/5 .56 1.79

3

5/8 3,3,5,3,3 2/5 .84 0.89

4

6/8 4,5,4,3,5 2/5 .87 0.84

5

5/8 4,4,5,5,4 2/5 .96 0.55

6

8/8 8,2,8,2,8 3/5 .77 3.29

Sketch
Extr./
Total 
QLS

Correctly 
Mat. QLS

Succ./
Tot. 

Runs

Perfor
mance

Std. 
Dev.

7

5/8 4,4,3,4,4 1/5 .90 0.45

8

6/8 3,4,3,3,4 2/5 .77 0.55

9

8/8 8,2,8,8,8 4/5 .88 2.68

10

7/8 7,7,7,7,7 5/5 1.0 0.00

11

5/8 3,3,3,3,3 0/5 .80 0.00

Table. 5.2. Scene A (in Fig. 5.2) sketches and execution results.
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As an example of the information presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2, consider sketch 

1 of Table 5.2. There are 7 QLS’s extracted out of 8 possible in scene A. The robot 

executes the route five times, during which it correctly matches all of the seven extracted 

Sketch
Extr./
Total 
QLS

Correctly 
Mat. QLS

Succ./
Tot. 

Runs

Perfor
mance

Std. 
Dev.

1

5/6 4,4,4,3,4 4/5 .90 0.45

2

5/6 5,5,5,5,5 5/5 1.0 0.00

3

5/6 5,5,5,5,5 5/5 1.0 0.00

4

6/6 6,6,6,6,6 5/5 1.0 0.00

Sketch
Extr/
Total. 
QLS

Correctly 
Mat. QLS

Succ./
Tot. 

Runs

Perfor
mance

Std. 
Dev.

5

8/6 2,2,2,2,2 0/5 .50 0.00

6

6/6 1,3,5,5,5 2/5 .77 1.79

7

5/6 5,5,5,5,5 5/5 1.0 0.00

8

4/6 2,2,2,4,2 1/5 .76 0.89

9

5/6 5,5,5,5,5 5/5 1.0 0.00

Table. 5.3. Scene B (in Fig. 5.2) sketches and execution results.
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QLS’s correctly three of the times and six extracted QLS’s two of the times. Bold entries 

in the third column denote that the robot reached the goal during all five executions. 

During the runs where only six of the seven QLS’s were matched correctly, the remaining 

QLS was also matched, since the robot finished all runs successfully. However, the 

remaining QLS was matched by using sonar returns from different objects than the ones 

extracted from the sketch.

For sketch 2 of Table 5.2 the robot only made it to the goal one out of five times, 

during which all five of the five extracted QLS’s were matched correctly. For three of the 

runs the robot only matched the first QLS correctly and did not reach the goal at all. For 

these three runs and the run during which the robot only matched three of the five QLS’s 

and still did not get to the goal, the robot was either stopped manually or stopped by itself 

by matching incorrect QLS’s.

In an effort to improve the navigation algorithm we looked further into which 

characteristics of a sketch influence the success of execution. The turning rate at each 

turn, turning angle for each turn, number of extracted QLS’s per sketch and the number 

of steps between each QLS were all considered. The turning angle and number of 

extracted QLS’s proved to have the largest effect on the success rate of execution. The 

analysis is summarized in the graphs of Fig. 5.3 through Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.3 Result analysis. (a) Turning rates for scene A. (b) Turning angles for 
scene A. (c) Turning angles for scene B
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The turning rate is a result of the fusion function between the obstacle avoidance 

and the higher level controller and indicates the sharpness of a turn. For each turn of each 

sketch we evaluated whether the corresponding QLS was matched successfully. For 

example, if the robot reaches a QLS that results in a right turn, at the end of the turn (i.e. 

at the next QLS) the turning rate is calculated by dividing the angle over the time it 

would take the robot to perform the turn. Time is calculated in number of steps in the 

sketch, since we assume that the robot is moving at a constant speed and the sketch steps 

occur at equal distance intervals. If the QLS at the end of the turn was matched 

successfully (i.e. the correct objects were matched), then the turn is considered a success. 

Fig. 5.4 Number of QLS’s as factors for navigation success before additional 
QLS method.
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As shown in Fig. 5.3a, the turning rate did not play a big role in the success of path 

following for scene A.

Fig. 5.3b and 5.3c show how the turning angle influences the success rate for the 

two scenes. Successful clusters form between 60 and 90 degree turns for both scenes. In 

addition, Fig. 5.4 shows that a low number of extracted QLS’s yields unsuccessful route 

executions. A sketch is considered unsuccessful if 3 or more of the 5 runs are 

unsuccessful.

The number of steps between QLS’s for all sketches of scene A is shown in Fig. 

5.5. If a QLS was matched successfully for at least 3 out of the 5 total runs for each 

sketch, the match is considered successful and it is shown in blue, otherwise it is shown 

in red. QLS count start at 1 as the first QLS after the start. There is no path before the 

starting QLS, so the start is not shown in the graphs. There is no direct relationship 

between the number of steps between QLS’s and the successful matches. For example, 

QLS 3 of sketch 2 is not matched successfully after a long path segment from QLS 2. 

However, a similarly long path segment of sketch 4 between QLS’s 3 and 4 does not 

influence matching negatively.

Fig. 5.6 shows the number of steps between all QLS’s for scene A combined into 

a single graph. In the graph of Fig. 5.6 if a QLS was matched unsuccessfully during at 

least one of the 5 total runs per sketch, then it is considered an unsuccessfully matched 

QLS and it is shown in red. Consequently, only the 100% successfully matched QLS’s 

are shown in blue in Fig 5.6, in contrast to Fig. 5.5 where if 3 out of 5 runs yielded to a 

successfully matched QLS, the QLS is considered successful. Again, no definite pattern 
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may be observed from Fig. 5.6 with respect to the relationship between the number of 

steps between QLS’s and the successful matches, short of a large number of steps (over 

10) being unsuccessful. The unsuccessfully matched QLS’s with a large number of steps 

between them and the corresponding previous QLS’s are also wide angle turns (as 

opposed to straight path segments).
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Fig. 5.5.

Number of steps between 
QLS’s for all sketches of 
scene A. Unsuccessful 
matching of a QLS is 
indicated in red. Results 
shown are average for 5 
runs per sketch.
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5.2.2 Experiments using the Extended Algorithm with Additional QLS’s

After studying the results of the first set of experiments the navigation algorithm 

was enhanced by adding QLS’s for greater accuracy in path representation, as described 

in Section 4.6.2. In Fig. 5.4 a low number of extracted QLS’s yields unsuccessful route 

executions. Also, in Fig. 5.6 QLS’s that are more than 10 steps apart from the 

corresponding previous QLS’s are matched unsuccessfully and they are also at the end of 

wide angle turns (Section 5.2.1). The introduction of additional QLS’s in the middle of 

the wide turn path segments addresses both the issues of a low number of extracted 

Steps between QLS's
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Fig.. 5.6.  Collective number of steps for all QLS’s of scene A: Unsuccessfully matched 
QLS’s are shown in red. A QLS is considered to be matched unsuccessfully, if  
at least during one run the matched objects did not correspond to the 
sketched objects.
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QLS’s and the long path segments. In Fig. 5.x five unsuccessful sketches of Fig. 5.4 

become successful by the use of additional QLS’s. Success rates in matching QLS’s are 

discussed next.

Table 5.4 shows the additional QLS’s for scene A. The original sketch is shown in 

the first column, followed by the performance measure values calculated in Table 5.2. 

The route after applying the smoothing filter (Section 4.3.4) is shown in the third column. 

The smoothed route visualizes the path processed by the extraction algorithm to compose 

a route from QLS’s. When a turn is wider then 90 degrees, an extra QLS not initially 

extracted by the algorithm is added and the resulting sketch is shown in the fourth 

column. Five of the eleven sketches from scene A needed additional QLS’s and benefitted 

from the addition as evaluated by the performance measure in the last column of Table 

5.4.

On the contrary, scene B, having no consecutive turns in the same direction, did 

not benefit from adding QLS’s. Smoothing proved not to be sufficient to eliminate the 

extraction of more states than were actually present in the scene either. The sketches and 

smoothed paths for scene B are shown in Table 5.5.
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QLS from Sketch P Smoothed Additional QLS P

1

.98 .98

2

.56 1.0

3

.84 1.0

4

.87 1.0

5

.96 1.0

6

.77 .77

Table. 5.4. Scene A (Fig. 5.2) sketches with extracted QLS’s, 
smoothed paths and additional QLS’s
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QLS from Sketch P Smoothed Additional QLS P

7

.90 .90

8

.70 1.0

9

.88 .88

10

1.0 1.0

11

.80 1.0

Table. 5.4 (cont.). Scene A (Fig. 5.2) sketches with extracted 
QLS’s, smoothed paths and additional QLS’s
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QLS from Sketch Smoothed

1

2

3

4

QLS from Sketch Smoothed

5

6

7

8

9

Table. 5.5. Scene B (Fig. 5.2) sketches with extracted QLS’s, 
and smoothed paths.
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5.2.3 Experiments without Sketches

In addition to the above experiments, QLS’s were manually extracted from scene 

A. A simulated environment was constructed with rectangular objects approximating the 

size of the objects of the real scene and scaled down to match the dimensions of the 

simulated robot. The objects were placed in the exact relative positions as in the real 

scene (Fig. 5.7). The robot was manually positioned at the points where change in 

direction occurred in the path and the corresponding QLS’s were extracted. Then, the real 

robot executed the extracted path with a 100% success rate, matching all QLS’s for 20 

consecutive runs. The purpose of this experiment was to isolate the performance of the 

QLS identification and matching algorithms during navigation from sketch understanding 

and extraction of the route.

Similarly, to measure the performance of extraction, the robot was guided by 

software along the desired route in the same simulated environment as above, therefore 

creating an accurate path (Fig. 5.8). This process was repeated 5 times and QLS’s were 

Fig. 5.7. Scene A environment for manual extraction of QLS’s
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extracted every time. The extracted QLS sets were almost identical with only slight 

differences (less than 5%) in the proximity and histogram width conditions. For each 

QLS set, the real robot followed the sketched route by matching all QLS’s for 5 

consecutive runs (per QLS set), with 100% success rate.

5.3 Special Cases

5.3.1 Detecting a Wrong Route

When humans attempt to follow a sketched route, it is possible that they lose the 

path. A misinterpreted sketch or a wrong landmark are among the reasons for failing to 

follow a route. In such a case, humans do not endlessly attempt to follow a path, but 

instead they realize they are lost and ask for guidance. Likewise, the robot should be able 

to recognize that it is lost and ask for assistance.

As discussed in section 4.8, there is a mechanism for the robot to realize it is no 

longer following the path. Consider the example of Fig. 5.9. The sketch used for the QLS 

extraction is that of Fig. 4.22 and the extracted QLS’s are shown in Fig. 4.29. In this 

Fig. 5.8. Software controlled robot generates route for QLS 
extraction.
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simulated example, some of the objects have been removed from the scene on purpose, to 

throw the robot out of the sketched path.

The robot matches the first and second QLS’s and it then looks for the next QLS 

to turn right. It estimates the time needed to reach the next QLS based on the sketch. 

After double this time has passed, the robot stops and asks for guidance. At this point, the 

robot may be returned to the initial position to try again or a new route may be sketched 

from the current position to the destination.

5.3.2 Navigating in a Distorted Environment

One of the core advantages of the qualitative approach to navigation is the lack of 

dependency on absolute coordinates or precise, quantitative environment maps. To 

illustrate the benefit of such an approach, the robot is set to follow the sketch of Fig. 4.22 

Fig. 5.9. Robot realizes that it is no longer following the sketched route. Last 
matched QLS is “Go Forward”.

Start

No QLS when expected.
Stop.

Turn Left

Go Forward
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in an environment that does not correspond to the sketch. In Fig. 5.10a the model 

environment used for the sketch is shown in a simulator. Fig 5.5b shows a distorted 

environment where the three rightmost objects have been moved further to the right, so 

that the occurring distortion in relative object position is not proportional to the original 

environment.

The robot would have followed the sketched route indicated by a dotted line had it  

been navigating using absolute coordinates. Instead, the robot successfully reaches the 

goal by looking for the next QLS.

Fig. 5.10. Traversing a distorted environment. (a) Original environment. (b) 
Distorted environment. Dotted line indicates sketched route.

(a)

(b)

Go Forward
Turn Right

Start

End
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The approach is not guaranteed to guide the robot to the intended destination in 

every case. If the environment is significantly distorted, the robot may not be able to 

match a QLS, match the wrong QLS or determine that it is lost. However, the qualitative 

approach successfully handles some cases where navigation based on absolute 

coordinates would fail.

5.4 Discussion

In this section cases from the previously presented experiments are discussed, 

which demonstrate interesting aspects of the sketch-based navigation process. Statistical 

data from the experiments that are helpful in understanding particular mechanics of the 

navigation approach are also presented.

All user sketches in general demonstrate the need for dealing with uncertainty. 

Different users picked points on top (sketch 10, scene A), bottom (sketch 3, scene A) or 

left (sketch 1, scene A) to begin sketching the route. Some of them used a larger pixel 

space on the PDA screen, some a smaller space. Sketched objects varied from 5 to 8. 

Location, shape, orientation and size varied significantly between sketches for both 

scenes. Routes were drawn with different sharpness for each turn and a different number 

of turns was extracted from different sketches in the same scene. The length of each 

sketched route also varied significantly between different sketches.

With all the above challenges in mind, the number of successful runs for each 

scene were summed, to get a more general idea of the performance of the sketch-based 

navigation algorithm. Using the base version of the algorithm without additional QLS’s, 
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for scene A the robot made 27 successful runs out of a total of 55 and for scene B 32 out 

of 45. The successful runs increased to 48 out of 55 for scene A, after adding QLS’s. 

Additional QLS’s did not benefit any of the sketches for scene B. The successful runs 

were 87% and 71% respectfully, for a cumulative of 80%. The results are summarized in 

Table 5.6. The initial observation is that these results are not exceptional, though very 

improved after adding QLS’s to the Scene A sketches.

An interesting feature of the sketch-based navigation algorithm is the fusion of 

high level path planning with obstacle avoidance. As mentioned in Section 4.7, obstacle 

avoidance assists the robot in following the sketched route by indirectly constraining the 

environment, while the main purpose of this behavior is to avoid bumping into objects. 

Sketch 6 of scene A serves as an example of the role of obstacle avoidance in QLS 

matching as shown in Fig. 5.11. In Fig. 5.11a the processed sketch is shown with the 

extracted QLS’s as blue filled circles. The first five QLS’s are numbered S1 through S5. 

Fig. 5.11b shows the route followed by the robot during one of the successful runs in 

green (the robot is not in scale for purposes of heading illustration). The red route is a 

Base
Avg. P

Extended
Avg. P

Base
Successful 

Runs

Extended
Successful

Runs

Scene A .84 .96 49% 87%

Scene B .88 .88 71% 71%

Scenes A & B .86 .92 59% 80%

Table. 5.6. Cumulative experimental results from both scenes 
using base and extended algorithms.
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hypothetical path that the robot would have followed if obstacle avoidance was not in 

effect. When the robot detects the “trash” at direction 0 (front), it matches QLS S4 and 

starts executing a right turn. Obstacle avoidance forces the robot to a much steeper turn 

when it gets close to the trash. The turn is so steep that the robot ends up heading for the 

table a little before matching S5. Obstacle avoidance helps the robot correct the route 

once again by turning left. As the robot turns to the left, the sensor in direction 11, detects 

the table and the robot matches QLS S5. The robot begins to move forward again by 

following the corresponding command of S5. Had obstacle avoidance not forced the 

robot into a steep turn after S4, it would have followed the hypothetical route drawn in 

red and never matched S5. Even if it erroneously detected the trash at direction 11 along 

the red route and matched S5, the heading after matching S5 would have been off by 

about 95 degrees clockwise. Again, from that point, the robot would have never made it 

to the goal.
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Fig. 5.11. (a) Sketch 6, scene A (Table 5.2) and extracted QLS’s. (b) Green 
route: Robot execution using obstacle avoidance. Red route: 
Hypothetical route after QLS S4, if obstacle avoidance were not used. 
(c) QLS conditions and corresponding commands.

S1. Go Forward.
S2. WHEN
 an object is at direction 0 and proximity in [24,34] and histogram width in [42,52] or
 at direction 15 and proximity in [19,29] and histogram width in [48,53]
 THEN Turn Left.
S3. WHEN
 an object is at direction 5 and proximity in [9,19] and histogram width in [37,47]
 and an object is at direction 10 and proximity in [10,20] and histogram width in [46,56]
 and an object is at direction 0 and proximity in [25,35] and histogram width in [16,26]
 THEN Go Forward.
S4. WHEN
 an object is at direction 0 and proximity in [25,35] and histogram width in [16,26] or
 at direction 1 and proximity in [14,24] and histogram width in [25,35]
 THEN Turn Right.
S5. WHEN
 an object is at direction 11 and proximity in [11,21] and histogram width in [36,46]
 THEN Go Forward.
S6. WHEN
 an object is at direction 1 and proximity in [23,33] and histogram width in [29,39]
 THEN Turn Right.
S7. WHEN
 an object is at direction 0 and proximity is [25,35] and histogram width is [24,34]
 and an object is at direction 6 and proximity is [16,26] and histogram width is [24,34]
 THEN Go Forward.
S8. Stop.

S1

S2

S3S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

(a) (b)

(c)
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The robot often makes it to the goal without matching every QLS in the route 

correctly. Fig. 5.12 shows such an example.

S1. Go Forward.
S2. WHEN
 an object is at direction 14 and proximity in [13,23] and histogram width in [48,58]
 THEN Turn Left.
S3. WHEN
 an object is at direction 5 and proximity in [18,28] and histogram width in [24,34]
 THEN Turn Right.
S4. WHEN
 an object is at direction 3 and proximity in [11,21] and histogram width in [39,49] or
 at direction 4 and proximity in [8,18] and histogram width in [49,59] or
 at direction 5 and proximity in [8,18] and histogram width in [45,55]
 and an object is at direction 12 and proximity in [16,26] and histogram width in [55,65]
 THEN Go Forward.
S5. Stop.

Fig. 5.12. (a) Sketch 3, scene A (Table 5.2) and only five out of 8 possible QLS’s 
extracted. (b) Robot matches only three out of five extracted QLS’s 
correctly, but still makes it to the goal. Obstacle Avoidance helps. (c) 
QLS conditions and corresponding commands.

(a) (b)

(c)

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Fig. 5.12a is the processed sketch 3 of scene A (Table 5.2), with the extracted 

QLS’s shown in blue. In Fig. 5.12b the robot starts at QLS S1. QLS S2 is matched, since 

the sonar sensor at direction 14 detects an object at approximately the same distance as in 

the QLS condition. The histogram of the constructed object has about the same width as 
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the histogram of the object in the sketch. However, S2 was matched incorrectly in this 

case, since a closer look reveals that the extracted object for QLS S2 in Fig. 5.12a is the 

“table”, while during execution the “files” object triggers matching of QLS S2 (Fig. 

5.12b). After S2 is matched, the robot begins a left turn until it detects an object in 

direction 5. When “crate” gets detected at direction 5, QLS S3 is matched correctly.

Note that although in the real scene there should be three more states after S3 (one 

for going forward, one for a right turn and one for going forward again), they do not get 

extracted from sketch 3. There is one wide right turn around the table after S3 and a 

forward command associated to S4, before the terminating QLS. The robot turns right 

after matching S3 and is looking for an object at direction 3, 4 or 5 and another object in 

direction 12. In the sketch the two objects are the table and the cabinet respectively. 

However, in the real world, the table and boxes trigger the matches for QLS S4 and the 

robot stops turning to the right and heads forward. Therefore, S4 also gets matched 

incorrectly. S5 is matched when the robot gets close to the desk.

Obstacle avoidance helps the robot turn around the table between states S3 and 

S4. The robot constantly tries to perform a right turn after matching S3. When it gets too 

close to the table, obstacle avoidance gets a higher priority than path following and 

makes the robot turn the opposite way, until the table is no longer detected by the front 

sensors. At this point the robot resumes turning to the right and it ends up past the table, 

where it matches S4.

The example of Fig. 5.12 not only demonstrates another case of obstacle 

avoidance constraining the environment, but it shows how fewer QLS’s may be extracted 
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from the sketch (five out of eight). Moreover, it is shown that the robot may incorrectly 

match some of the already reduced QLS’s (only matches one, excluding the starting and 

finishing states) and still make it to the goal. Repeated experiments on the same and 

different sketches show that this is not a coincidental behavior, as will be discussed in 

greater extent next in this section.

The four main stages of sketch-based navigation are sketching, QLS extraction, 

identification and matching. The rest of the discussion is focused on the examination of 

the stages needing improvement.

Consistency in matching QLS’s plays a significant role in gaining better sense of 

which aspects of the algorithm need to be addressed to yield more successful robot runs. 

If the robot cannot match similar QLS’s during execution of the same sketch, then the 

techniques for QLS identification and QLS matching need to be refined. Matching of 

similar QLS’s for each sketch, even if the robot does not always reach the sketched target, 

would mean that there are no variables in the system which the algorithm does not 

account for. To evaluate consistency of the final algorithm in matching QLS’s, the 

standard deviation of correctly matched QLS’s for the 5 runs of each sketch was 

calculated. The standard deviations of all sketches were averaged to be 0.94 for scene A 

and for scene B 0.35. These small standard deviation values indicate that similar results 

are achieved after running the robot multiple times on the same sketch.

To compare the variance of successfully matched QLS’s between the two scenes, 

we use the two-tailed Fisher test. The null hypothesis is that the samples are not 

significantly different. The values for the F-test are the numbers of successfully matched 
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QLS’s for all runs of all sketches normalized for each scene based on the total number of 

QLS’s (divide the number of matched QLS’s by 8 for scene A and by 6 for scene B). The 

variance for scene B (numerator) is 0.055 and for scene A (denominator) 0.039. The 

numerator degrees of freedom are 44 for 45 samples (Scene B) and the denominator 

degrees of freedom are 54 for 55 samples (scene A).  The critical value at 0.05 level of 

significance for 44 and 54 degrees of freedom is 1.6. The Fisher test value for the 

hypothesis is 1.43. The Fisher test value (1.43) is less than the critical value (1.6), so we 

conclude that the null hypothesis is not rejected and the algorithm indeed matches a 

similar number of QLS’s regardless of the scene.

Sketching on a PDA screen significantly limits the available resolution for 

processing the sketch. A scale factor of 100 between the PDA and the real world renders 

two of the features used (proximity and histogram width) almost unusable (see Section 

4.3.2 and 4.3.3 for wide ranges which had to be used for matching). Moreover, the 

complication of a scene (length of route, map area, number of objects and turns) is 

proportionate to the loss of resolution, since more screen area is needed for sketching, but 

the PDA screen area is constant. Considering that the robot is already restricted to only 16 

sonars and therefore 16 possible directions for object detection, the loss of resolution 

during sketching is a crucial factor that determines the success of robot execution. A 

complicated environment only indirectly affects the success of a run, since it amplifies 

loss of sketch resolution. Routes in increasingly large environments may become 

unsuitable for sketching using a PDA.
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To support the above observation, recall the algorithm isolation experiments 

presented at the end of Section 5.2. QLS identification and matching after manual 

extraction of QLS’s from a simulated scene was perfect. Also, QLS extraction from the 

same simulated scene, after drawing an accurate path, yielded almost identical extracted 

paths. Navigation results after executing all extracted paths with the robot were also 

perfect. The discussion thus far indicates that sketching and QLS extraction techniques 

need refinement.

A general measure of performance for the sketching algorithm is to compare robot 

execution to the performance of a human trying to accomplish the same task by following 

the same sketch. This consideration puts performance in perspective when judging how 

close the robot followed a sketched route. Sketch inconsistencies are definitely a factor 

which influences the performance of the algorithm. Even a human would have had 

difficulty following an inaccurate sketch. However, it is not a factor that may be altered 

and no assumptions may be made on it, since it depends on the user creating the sketch. 

Furthermore, it is the effect of such inconsistencies that the sketch-based navigation 

approach must accommodate. Hence, sketch inaccuracies may not be used as an excuse 

for possible inadequate performance of the sketching algorithm. Sketch resolution, 

however, is a factor that may be improved by using a different sketching device.

Comparing the way a human performs, while trying to follow a sketch, to that of a 

robot, brings out a very important aspect of using landmarks for navigation: landmark 

recognition. Humans use vision to navigate and the sketch interface has the capability of 

labeling objects. The lack of object recognition of the sketched-based navigation 
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algorithm presented in this work is evident from the experimental results. For example in 

sketch 4, scene A, it is easy for the robot to confuse the boxes with the cabinet, while 

trying to match QLS S4 (Fig. 5.11), since states between S3 and S4 pose similarities to 

S4.

Finally, as seen in this work and advocated in [Tversky2002], objects in the 

environment provide constraints that assist the robot in following a particular path. 

Contrast the extreme case of a corridor, where the robot may only move in one of two 

directions to the other extreme of navigating in an open area with 2 objects in view. In the 

latter case the sketch has to be much more detailed and the algorithm much more robust 

to successfully guide the robot on a desired path. Experiments performed in a city, for 

example, would yield better results than the experiments discussed in this work.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Summary

Sketch-based navigation is a convenient way to control a mobile robot using a 

natural means of human-robot interaction. The concept of sketch-based navigation has 

plenty of potential applications including exploration of terrain for which detailed maps 

are not available, automobile navigation, toys, personal robots, mining, surveillance, law 

enforcement and military use.

The process of robot guidance using a sketch begins with an operator sketching an 

approximate schematic diagram of the target environment and drawing a path that she 

wants the robot to follow. The robot extracts navigation information from the sketch and 

uses it to traverse the intended path. A successful sketch navigation system relieves the 

operator from the burden of programming a robot to accomplish a navigation task and 

can be applied to different, dynamic environments without the requirement of a 

topographical or detailed map.

There are several facets to sketched based navigation. First, a friendly interface 

has to be available for the user to sketch a route. Then, a computer must process the 

sketch and recognize the route and the sketched landmarks. The computer needs to model 

a representation of the route useful for robot navigation. The robot should build a model 

of the world based on sensory input. The robot should then build a correspondence 

between the route model derived from the sketch to the world model and take appropriate 
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actions depending on where it is in the world. At the same time, the robot needs to deal 

with uncertainty and a constantly changing world as it traverses the terrain.

The challenges involved in performing the above tasks pose limitations to the 

effectiveness of sketch-based navigation as different components are required to work 

together in an unstable and unpredictable environment. Moreover, the actions of the robot 

alter the working environment and therefore the problem variables, unlike traditional 

computer problems.

The proposed approach uses the histogram of forces to model spatial relations and 

also uses landmark features to build QLS’s. Algorithms for QLS extraction are proposed, 

as well as for identification and matching that make use of the main direction of an 

object, proximity and histogram width.

Parameters such as sonar range, distance between two sonar returns after which 

different objects are formed from the two returns, fuzzy set definition for QLS extraction, 

and ranges for proximity and histogram width matching have to be tuned for optimal 

algorithm performance. However, after experimentation with parameter values for 

different features (Section 5.1), we conclude that parameter fine tuning is not a vital 

aspect of the sketch-based navigation system performance. As long as parameter values 

are kept within reasonable thresholds, the algorithm performs acceptably and consistently 

in different environments, independent of the sketch used for navigation planning. 

The methods for QLS identification and matching are robust and produce 

consistent results. The success of the proposed system for navigation is dependent on the 

sketch interface and tools as well as the QLS extraction method.
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Testing of the proposed navigation system has been performed on PDA sketches 

by human users that were not familiar with the research project.. Tests were executed by a 

real and simulated robot using different versions of the algorithm to highlight specific 

features. The tests are used for evaluation of possible variations to the algorithm and 

validation of the final version.

6.2 Contributions

This work serves as a proof of concept and yields acceptable results, given the 

discussed hardware constraints. No work exists in the current literature that navigates a 

robot based on hand drawn sketches on a small low resolution PDA screen without the 

use of vision. Testing by independent study participants provided some very rough 

sketches, that still yielded a success rate of 80% in following the intended path to the 

goal.

The algorithms are expandable to accommodate different sketch interfaces and 

additional features for more accurate navigation, such as object recognition. If a 

particular area of application offers environmental constraints (such as corridors or roads) 

that are used by other methods to improve navigation results, the proposed algorithm will 

also take advantage of such constraints. In addition the same algorithm may navigate a 

robot unaltered in a variety of environments with different constraints, such as buildings, 

urban or open field areas. There are no assumptions on the operating environment, which 

makes the problem even more challenging.

Extraction and matching of QLS’s is done using the histogram of constant forces, 

which is unique to this approach of sketch-based navigation. The QLS extraction process 
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may be paired with a different matching algorithm, as it is independent from matching. 

Similarly, the matching algorithm may be used to match a path that has been extracted 

using a different method than the one proposed here, to the real environment.

The histogram of constant forces is used to create spatial relations between the 

robot and the surrounding objects, to represent a route in a way similar to that of people 

using sketches and route descriptions. A biologically inspired system is easier for humans 

to understand and work with.

Extensive testing both on a simulator and with a real robot contributes to a better 

understanding of the problem of sketch-based navigation. Several examples of special 

cases that occurred during testing helped in shaping the algorithm to its final version. The 

testing runs of the robot provide a solid foundation for further development.

Should the robot fail to reach the goal, it realizes that it is lost and switches the 

autonomy level to human control, instead of endlessly wondering around.

6.3 Future Work

As evident from the discussion in Section 5, lack of resolution while sketching 

prohibits experimenting with complicated scenes. A tablet PC instead of a PDA would 

provide a higher resolution for sketching. Features such as proximity and histogram 

width that require more resolution may be used in a more efficient way, yielding better 

results. Extensive testing in complicated environments, after appropriate sketching 

hardware is used, would provide more insight to the significance of free parameter 

values.
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Landmark state features may be enhanced by the use of vision and object 

recognition algorithms. Object descriptions are already being extracted from the sketch 

but cannot be matched to objects in the real environment until an efficient object 

recognition algorithm is implemented. Sensory resolution (i.e. sick laser or more sonar 

sensors) would also help to improve QLS matching. More features may be explored 

during QLS extraction, such as turning angle, sketching speed and different histogram of 

forces features.

More testing in different environments would further reveal strengths and 

limitations of the proposed approach. A simulated city environment with objects in the 

shape of blocks which provide only very few alternative routes while navigating, should 

take greater advantage of the obstacle avoidance module of the sketch-based navigation 

algorithm. Sketches of larger environments with more QLS’s and more complicated paths 

would test the robustness of this work.

The problem of introduced inaccuracies while sketching may be partially 

addressed by an enhanced sketching interface, even if the hardware resolution remains 

the same. When a route is sketched, the interface may calculate a smoothed route with 

intended straight lines being exactly straight and intended turns redrawn under a constant 

turning rate. The operator may approve or edit the suggested route. Alternatively, the 

operator may only specify the beginning of a route and the desired destination. The 

software may then compute alternate routes to the goal and the operator may choose one 

of the suggested routes.
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The proposed algorithm stops the robot when it detects that the robot is out of the 

sketched route and it has no way of getting back on track on its own. At that point, the 

human may take control of the robot using the sketch to perform one of the following 

actions:

1. Guide the robot to the previous or next state of the route either by teleoperation or 

semi-autonomous control. The previous state may be the very beginning of the route.

2. Sketch a new route for the robot to follow starting at the robot’s current location.

There is currently a one-way communication between the sketch interface and the 

robot. The human sends a route to be followed to the robot, but there is no wireless 

communication from the robot back to the sketching device operator. A two-way 

communication scheme would allow the robot to show the position it has calculated it is 

at on the sketching device. The QLS that the robot matches may also be displayed on the 

sketch interface along with the objects considered in matching the QLS. Furthermore, the 

operator may add intermediate QLS’s in real time to assist the robot in staying on track.

Finally use of the occupancy grid map [Martin1996] enhances the concept of 

temporal object matching (section 4.6.4) by dynamically building a global representation 

of the sensed environment. While temporal objects use some sensory input recorded by 

the robot during a past time interval, occupancy grid maps use all previous sensory input 

to build a map of the real world as the robot moves in the environment. Such a map may 

be used be the robot for localization in the extracted path, to further assist in matching the 

following QLS.
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